
When She's Bold: A Risdaverse Tale

Author: Ruby Dixon

On Risda III, it’s custom for women to marry for convenience. It provides safety and security in a universe that offers none for humans.

Me, I don’t really *need* a husband. I just want one. And I want one man in particular. There’s a new guy in town, a by-the-books military man named Rektar.

Every day I show up to his office and flirt with him. I bring pies. I twirl my hair. I make it very, very obvious what I want.

Rektar is patient, and gentle for all his hulking form. He’d be a great husband. He’s also completely clueless that I’m flirting with him.

So it’s time for me to be a little bit bolder…

Winter World (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A new ice age... 

and a shocking discovery... 

will change humanity forever. 

 

From the Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author with over FOUR MILLION COPIES sold worldwide comes an epic novel with an unforgettable 

twist. 

 

* Longlisted for the Wilbur Smith Award for best published novel. * 

 

 

In the near future, a new ice age has begun. 

 

Humanity stands on the brink of extinction. 

 

Desperate for answers, scientists send probes into the solar system to take readings. Near Mars, they identify a mysterious object moving toward the Sun. Is it 

the cause of the ice age? Or could it be humanity’s only hope of survival? 

 

With time running out, NASA launches a mission to make contact. But the object isn’t what anyone thought. In the dark of space, alone, the team makes a 

discovery that will change the course of human history—and possibly end it. 

 

 

Filled with real science and fascinating details, Winter World is that unique blend of fact and fiction that could completely change how you see our planet—and 

humanity’s future. For those intrepid souls starting this bestselling trilogy, be warned: you may well be up late into the night turning the pages. 

 

 

Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War 

 

 

An Extended Look at Winter World 

 

Each month, Earth grows colder. 

 

Snow falls in summer. Glaciers trample cities across North America, Europe, and Asia. The new ice age shows no signs of stopping. 

 

Chaos erupts. 

 

Around the world, people abandon their homes and flock to regions where they can survive. Nations prepare to go to war for the world’s last habitable zones. 

 

Scientists search the cause of the new ice age. They send probes into the solar system to collect readings. Near Mars, a probe finds a mysterious object, drifting 

toward the Sun. Is it responsible for the new ice age? Or is it merely an observer? Or neither? Could it be a relic from a long-extinct civilization? One thing is 

certain: investigating the object is humanity’s best hope of survival.



 

As the ice age claims more lives and the world slides into anarchy, an international consortium launches a mission into space to make contact. But the first

contact mission doesn’t go as planned. What the crew discovers out there is beyond anyone’s imagination. 

 

Two members of the first contact mission may hold the keys to humanity’s salvation. 

 

Dr. Emma Matthews is the commander aboard the International Space Station. For months, she has watched the world below freeze and civilization unravel. The

headlines tell only half of the story. The messages from her sister tell the rest, of a world witnessing mass migrations, fighting for survival, struggling to provide a

future for their children. When a catastrophe strikes the ISS, Emma faces her own fight for survival. 

 

Dr. James Sinclair is one of the greatest scientists alive. A mind before his time. Years ago, he invented something with the potential to change the world—an

invention that would upset the balance of power in the world forever. Fearing that change, his enemies sent him to prison for a crime he didn’t commit. But with

humanity’s future at stake, NASA asks him to join the first contact mission. His expertise is vital to the mission’s success—and to saving Emma. With the clock

ticking down to humanity’s final days on Earth, James makes a decision that will change his life forever and may determine the fate of the entire human race. 

 

Available in Kindle eBook, Audible audiobook, print, and Kindle Unlimited.

The King (Black Dagger Brotherhood, Book 12)

Author: J.R. Ward

J.R. Ward's # 1 New York Times bestselling Black Dagger Brotherhood continues as a royal bloodline is compromised by a grave threat to the throne.

Long live the King…

After turning his back on the throne for centuries, Wrath, son of Wrath, finally assumed his father’s mantle--with the help of his beloved mate. But the crown sets

heavily on his head. As the war with the Lessening Society rages on, and the threat from the Band of Bastards truly hits home, he is forced to make choices that

put everything--and everyone--at risk.

Beth Randall thought she knew what she was getting into when she mated the last pure blooded vampire on the planet: An easy ride was not it. But when she

decides she wants a child, she’s unprepared for Wrath’s response--or the distance it creates between them.

The question is, will true love win out... or tortured legacy take over?

Storm of Eon (Eon Warriors Book 7)

Author: Anna Hackett

When a Terran weapons scientist finds herself the target of deadly alien assassins, only one fierce alien warrior can keep her safe.

Weapons scientist Dr. Finley Delgado wants to get her new laser defense weapon operational to protect Earth from the insectoid Kantos invasion. She has to

make this work. She’s failed in the past and people paid with their lives, and she won’t fail again. What she doesn’t need is a big, brawny warrior that Space

Corps orders her to work with getting in her way. Finley wants her solitude, not a massive distraction in the shape of a tall, hard Eon warrior.

Security Commander Sabin Solann-Ath is a warrior through and through, like his entire family before him. He’s disciplined, dedicated, and hiding a dark secret

he’d prefer to keep buried. He won’t allow anyone or anything to disrupt his control. When he’s ordered to Earth to help with a secret weapon, he vows to do

everything he can to help their allies, even work with a statuesque, prickly scientist. He and Finley get off to a rocky start…but when the Kantos send a team of

assassins after Finley, Sabin will do anything to protect her.

Sent to a secret facility deep in the Australian desert, Finely and Sabin are drawn closer and closer. She sees beyond the warrior to the man, and he uncovers a

passionate woman. But Finley threatens everything Sabin has fought hard to control, and as they fight off the devious Kantos, they both will face the demons of

their pasts.

**Each book in this action-packed science fiction romance series can be read as a standalone.

Maid For An Alien Prince: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

I won’t be forced into alien servitude. 

 

I’ve spent my life mucking out the houses of the rich and famous. I know what they’re really like. 

They think they can take whatever they want. 

I learned that the hard way.



 

Royalty? They have got to be worse. 

I’m not interested in any of them, not even an alien prince. 

I was supposed to be heading to another planet for a one-year housekeeping contract. 

Instead he bought me out. 

Does he think he can own me? 

I don’t want him. 

I won’t submit to him. 

So why is he so … nice? 

 

Niall is unlike any rich guy I’ve ever known, but I still can’t trust him. 

Not even when he treats me well. 

He calls me his fated mate! 

But he’s an alien prince and I’m a housekeeper. 

We don’t belong together. 

So why do I want to kiss him more than I want my next breath?

The Segonian (Aldebarian Alliance Book 2)

Author: Dianne Duvall

New York Times bestselling author Dianne Duvall brings readers the second stand-alone novel in a thrilling new sci-fi romance series full of action, humor, and

happily-ever-afters.

Eliana’s life has never been what one might term ordinary. At least, it hasn’t been for a very long time. As a powerful Immortal Guardian, she spends her nights

hunting and slaying psychotic vampires that most of humanity doesn’t even realize exist. Then an opportunity arises that instantly makes her extraordinary

existence seem downright boring. The leader of the Immortal Guardians asks her to guard a group of mortals who are embarking upon a voyage across the

galaxy to the planet Lasara. How could she possibly say no?

In no time at all, Eliana is hurtling through space on board a Lasaran battleship and getting to know not one but two alien races. It’s the most exciting adventure of

her long life… until the ship is unexpectedly attacked. Amid the chaos and destruction that follow, she valiantly helps everyone she can before an explosion

renders her unconscious. When Eliana awakens, she finds herself alone, floating in space, clad only in a spacesuit, with no ship in sight. Alone—that is—except

for the warm, deep voice that carries over the comm in her helmet.

Commander Dagon and the crew of the Segonian battleship Ranasura respond to a distress call from their Lasaran allies and join a massive Alliance-wide

search-and-rescue mission. He quickly achieves communication with a lone Earthling female and races toward her. Every time they speak, his fascination with

her grows and he becomes more desperate to reach her before her oxygen supply runs out. Her strength, bravery, and humor entice him, even more so when

she defies all odds and they meet in person.

As he and Eliana embark upon a quest to find her missing friends, a bond swiftly grows between them that deepens with every laugh and smile and tender touch

they share. But they are not the only ones searching for Earthling survivors. When Eliana herself becomes the hunted and their enemies begin to close in, can the

two of them fight their way to victory, or will their enemies take everything?

What Readers & Reviewers Are Saying About The Aldebarian Alliance Series:

"Full of adventures, sizzling passion, romance and yes kick-ass fighting... I devoured it in one seating."--Book Dragon

"Intense, addictive and brilliant... I want more and frankly; I want it now!"--Caffeinated Reviewer

"I can't express enough how gripping this story was. This could be a movie!"--Obsessive Reading Disorder

"Dianne Duvall once again weaves her magic giving us a tale filled with excitement, romance and introducing us to new friends in a galaxy far away. Everything

about this story was amazing."--eBook Obsessed

"The Lasaran has everything I love about the Immortal Guardians series: snappy dialogue, action, humor, steaminess, and paranormal elements, but now I can

add space travel. Booyah!""--I'm a Voracious Reader

"I got exactly what I was expecting from this one: a thrilling, action-packed, sometimes funny romance that happens to include a hot dude from space... I highly

recommend."--Romance Rehab

"Another great read by one of my favorite authors. This is a great start to a new series. Fast paced, with action, adventure and romance"--Seeing Spots

"I definitely can't wait for more . . . Full of action and a sweet unusual love story."--Read All About It

The Atlantis Gene: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 1)



Author: A.G. Riddle

The greatest mystery of all time...

the history of human origins...

will be revealed.

In Antarctica, researchers discover a mysterious structure, buried in ice.

In a lab in Jakarta, an autism researcher identifies a revolutionary treatment that could change everything.

But these two incredible discoveries aren’t what they seem. They will set off a race to unravel the deepest secrets of human existence—and an event that could

change humanity forever.

Experience the novel that started it all: The Atlantis Gene is the first book in A.G. Riddle’s bestselling Origin Mystery trilogy—a series that has sold over THREE

MILLION copies worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings

on GoodReads. The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture.

The product of years of research, The Atlantis Gene is filled with real science and history that will change how look at human origins—and humanity’s future. Like

millions of other readers, you’ll be up late turning the pages, promising yourself, just one more chapter.

Praise for A.G. Riddle

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.”

—The Guardian on Pandemic

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...”

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels”

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.”

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander

An Extended Look At The Atlantis Gene

70,000 years ago, the human race almost went extinct.

We survived, but no one knows how.

Until now.

The countdown to the next stage of human evolution is about to begin, and humanity might not survive this time.

Off the coast of Antarctica, a research vessel discovers a mysterious structure buried deep within an iceberg. It has been there for thousands of years, and

something is guarding it. Could it be the fabled city of Atlantis? Or is it something more dangerous?

At the same moment, in Jakarta, Indonesia, a brilliant geneticist named Kate Warner has just discovered a breakthrough treatment for autism. Or so she thinks.

What she has found is far more deadly—for her and for the entire human race. Her work could unleash the next stage of human evolution. It might also hold the

key to unlocking the mysterious structure off the coast of Antarctica.

On the other side of Jakarta, Agent David Vale is racing to uncover a conspiracy with far-reaching implications. But he’s out of time. His informant inside the

conspiracy is dead. His own organization has been infiltrated—and his enemy has turned the hunt on him. Now he’s on the run. But when he receives a coded

message related to an imminent attack, he risks everything to save the one person that can help him stop it: Dr. Kate Warner.

Together, Kate and David race to unravel a global conspiracy and learn the truth about the Atlantis Gene... and human origins. Their journey takes them to the far

corners of the globe and into the secrets of their pasts. Their enemy is close on their heels and will stop at nothing to obtain Kate’s research and force the next

stage of human evolution—even if it means killing 99.9% of the world’s population. David and Kate can stop them... if they can trust each other. And stay alive.

NOTE: this novel is available as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and hardcover). It’s also in Kindle

Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

The Solar War (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle



* Now a Wall Street Journal bestseller! *

We thought the war was over.

We were wrong.

They decimated Earth during the Long Winter. Now the grid has returned, and they won’t stop until the human race is extinct.

On a ruined world, humanity’s last survivors fight against impossible odds. In their darkest hour, they discover a new hope for survival. But it comes at an

unthinkable price, with consequences that will change everything.

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.”

—Daily Mail

Note: The Solar War is the second book in The Long Winter trilogy (which began with Winter World).

Filled with real science and shocking twists readers have come to love in the series, The Solar War will keep you up late into the night turning the pages—and

leave you pondering the revelations long after it’s over.

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.”

—The Guardian on Pandemic

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...”

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels”

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.”

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander

An Extended Look at The Solar War

After the Long Winter, Emma Matthews and James Sinclair hoped life would get back to normal. They’ve settled down in Camp Seven and welcomed their first

child, a daughter. And they have waited and watched the sky for any signs of the grid’s return.

When NASA discovers that several asteroids have broken from the Kuiper Belt and are headed for Earth, James instantly realizes the truth: the grid is back. And

this battle will be one to the very end.

As he and his team prepare for humanity’s last stand in space and on the ground, Emma makes a discovery closer to home, one that will change life for her and

James once again.

With war raging around them, Emma and James fight to keep their family alive. In the cold darkness, humanity splinters. New alliances emerge. At every turn,

Emma and James face new dangers—and question whom to trust.

Just when it seems that all hope is lost, James uncovers what may be the key to humanity’s survival. But it comes with enormous risks. To implement his plan, he

and Emma will have to survive the grid and another, even more deadly enemy. One thing is certain: their gambit will change the future of the human race forever.

About the Author

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.

NOTE: this novel is available in a variety of formats: as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and

hardcover). It is also enrolled in Kindle Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Outlander: A Novel (Outlander, Book 1)

Author: Diana Gabaldon



#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A STARZ ORIGINAL SERIES 

Unrivaled storytelling. Unforgettable characters. Rich historical detail. These are the hallmarks of Diana Gabaldon’s work. Her New York Times bestselling

Outlander novels have earned the praise of critics and captured the hearts of millions of fans. Here is the story that started it all, introducing two remarkable

characters, Claire Beauchamp Randall and Jamie Fraser, in a spellbinding novel of passion and history that combines exhilarating adventure with a love story for

the ages.

One of the top ten best-loved novels in America, as seen on PBS’s The Great American Read!

Scottish Highlands, 1945. Claire Randall, a former British combat nurse, is just back from the war and reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon when

she walks through a standing stone in one of the ancient circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an “outlander”—in a Scotland torn by

war and raiding clans in the year of Our Lord . . . 1743.

Claire is catapulted into the intrigues of a world that threatens her life, and may shatter her heart. Marooned amid danger, passion, and violence, Claire learns her

only chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between

two very different men, in two irreconcilable lives.

This eBook includes the full text of the novel plus the following additional content:

• An excerpt from Diana Gabaldon’s Dragonfly in Amber, the second novel in the Outlander series 

• An interview with Diana Gabaldon 

• An Outlander reader’s guide

Praise for Outlander

“Marvelous and fantastic adventures, romance, sex . . . perfect escape reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle

“History comes deliciously alive on the page.”—New York Daily News

A Discovery of Witches: A Novel (All Souls Trilogy, Book 1)

Author: Deborah Harkness

Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy with all the magic of Harry

Potter and Twilight” (People).

Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! 

Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion and

obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant of witches, discovers a long-lost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in

Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its reappearance summons a fantastical underworld, which she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont.

Harkness has created a universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale of

magic and suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with The Book of Life.

Nurse For An Alien Warrior: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 2)

Author: Roxie Ray

I’m supposed to care for a kid, not make one!

Space needs nurses.

That’s what they told me, and that’s why I agreed to go.

They say Raider is the last place I want to end up, but I’m up to the challenge.

I’ll care for the warlord’s child.

One problem.

He wants me to make said child.

With him.

No. Not happening. Never.

I’m not selling my body to some brute!

But Kain isn’t the brute I imagined. And the longer I’m on Raider, the longer I wonder if belonging to him would be so bad...

The Lost Colony (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 3)

Author: A.G. Riddle



Can humanity survive on a new world?

On Eos, the last survivors of the Long Winter face their greatest challenge yet—and race to unravel the deepest secrets of the grid. It’s a journey across space

and time and into humanity’s past and future—with a twist you’ll never forget.

NOTE: The Lost Colony is a full-length novel (384 pages in print). It is the third and final book in The Long Winter trilogy, which began with Winter World.

Don’t miss the thrilling conclusion to this Wall Street Journal bestselling trilogy.

Selected Praise for A.G. Riddle

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.”

—The Guardian on Pandemic

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...”

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels”

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.”

—Daily Mail on The Solar War

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.”

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander

An Extended Look at The Lost Colony

The last survivors of the human race escaped a ruined Earth. Their new homeworld—Eos—seemed perfect at first. Warm. Hospitable. Safe from the grid. But

everything isn’t as it seems.

The first colony of settlers—from the Carthage—have disappeared. Their settlement is still there, but everyone is gone. As James digs into the mystery of the lost

colony, he discovers a series of spheres, buried on Eos. Are they the key to finding the lost colonists? Or are they responsible for their deaths?

Just as James is unraveling the secrets of the spheres, a storm hits Jericho City. Emma, recently elected mayor, struggles to lead her people to safety while

James tries to make his way home. In the middle of the chaos, a new danger emerges—a threat no one saw coming.

With time running out to save the colonists, James and Emma face their hardest choice yet.

About the Author

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.

NOTE: this novel is available in a variety of formats: as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and

hardcover). It is also enrolled in Kindle Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Corsairs: Adiron: A SciFi Alien Romance (Corsair Brothers Book 1)

Author: Ruby Dixon

It’s not easy being a space pirate… 

 

Actually, wait. 

 

Yes it is. It’s keffing awesome. 

 

The three va Sithai brothers — that’s us — cruise the universe looking for abandoned ships, treasure, and other pirate ships to rob. Right now, we’re on the hunt 

for the Buoyant Star, an abandoned cruiser rumored to have a massive treasure inside. The ship’s been found at the edge of an ice field at the far reaches of 

space. 



That treasure? About to be all ours. 

 

But the ship's not all that abandoned. The Star is crewed by a few lonely, attractive human females who are thoroughly grateful at being rescued… 

 

Actually, wait. 

 

They’re not grateful at all. 

 

They’ve set us a trap, and their leader, a beautiful human female named Jade, gives me a smile just before she captures me. 

 

It’s official. I’m in love.

Maid for the Beast (Interstellar Brides® Program: The Beasts Book 2)

Author: Grace Goodwin

An Atlan Warlord in Mating Fever with two choices: Be the latest bachelor beast on an Earth reality television show to find his perfect mate or face certain

death in an Atlan prison. Braun's not sure which is worse... until a female enters his hotel suite with towels and cleaning supplies.

She isn't part of the television show.

She isn't available.

She isn't interested in mating with an alien.

She isn't his.

Try telling that to his beast, because one look at the maid and Braun knows he will do anything... anything, to claim her.

Madness of the Horde King (Horde Kings of Dakkar Book 3)

Author: Zoey Draven

They call him the Mad Horde King for a reason. Now, she’s his…

Over a year ago, I was ripped away from my human village to serve the Ghertun, a brutal enemy alien race. With the lives of my family at risk, I am tasked to

deliver a message to the one place no human has ever gone before: the capital city of Dakkar.

Before I succeed, however, I am captured by a Horde King. A Horde King of the Dakkari, a merciless barbaric race, bred for war and violence, that rule over the

hostile and unforgiving planet of Dakkar.

And this Horde King? He’s the most ruthless and insane of them all—with his scarred face, glowing red eyes, and his wicked, dark grin that hides an even darker

past.

I am no one. I am quiet, meek, and fearful…and yet this fearsome king wants me in his furs. I tremble when he touches me but he awakens my desire, something

I fear I’ll crave…all while I struggle to save my family.

Now the Mad Horde King has me in his possession…

I fear he never intends to let me go.

Mikko: A Scifi Alien Warrior Romance (Stolen Warriors Book 2)

Author: Ella Maven

Hide and seek is a lot less fun in an alien prison where the winner gets… me. 

 

Rian: I’m not a stranger to being behind bars, but this prison leaves a lot to be desired. There are zero communal showers, minimal locking cells, and the other 

prisoners are extremely hostile. That could be because they are aliens and this is a prison in another galaxy. Add in the fact that I’m a human female, and my life 

span has just dropped some serious time. 

I’m about to go down fighting when a scary blue alien with spikes decides he’s my rescuer. Except he doesn’t seem happy about my presence and, well, join the 

club, buddy.



 

Mikko: After spending a third of my life in the Pit, I returned for some payback but instead find a human female fighting for her life. She’s small, snarly, and

irritatingly beautiful. 

When a coveted reward is offered to the prisoners for our capture, the game changes. My enemies thought I was unpredictable with anger issues before? They

haven’t seen anything yet. I’ll escape again with my female, and then the real payback begins. 

 

Mikko is a SciFi Alien Warrior Romance featuring a prickly, snarky hero with a heart of gold and a heroine who loves as hard as she fights.

Dark Secrets Absolved (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 46)

Author: I. T. Lucas

"Waiting for each next book in series is always torture :) Just finished reading this latest installment in the series and that was after going back and reading

the entire series for the second time. To give this some context - although I am a voracious reader from the classics to contemporary, I can count on one hand

how many books I have ever read a second time and those were primarily classics - Jane Austin, Dickens, etc. With that said, I absolutely love this series - it is so

much fun! Lucas does an excellent job of character development and easily form a clear picture of the characters in my mind. I'll be going through withdrawal until

book 47 is released :)

-----------------------------------------------------

Absolution.

David had given and received it.

The few short hours since he’d emerged from the coma had felt incredible. He’d finally been free of the guilt and pain, and for the first time since Jonah’s death,

he had felt truly happy and optimistic about the future.

He’d survived the transition into immortality, had been accepted into the clan, and was about to marry the most wonderful woman on the face of the planet, his

true love mate, his salvation, his everything.

What could have possibly gone wrong?

Just about everything.

Teacher For An Alien Doctor: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 3)

Author: Roxie Ray

I can’t trust an alien man after what was done to my sister.

June became an alien bride when I was fifteen. She died on Tracorox six years later.

Now I’m responsible for her child, and I’m determined to find out how she really died.

Accident?

I don’t think so.

I joined IEP to get off Earth and find information about my sister.

I never expected to find a mate of my own.

Soren, the alien doctor, makes me burn with need.

I’ve never wanted any man – or alien – before.

But I can’t deny the way he makes me feel.

If I become his mate, will I be able to find justice for my sister?

Breakthrough

Author: Michael C. Grumley

ONE OF THE GREATEST BREAKTHROUGHS IN HUMAN HISTORY.

A SECRET THAT WAS NEVER SUPPOSED TO BE FOUND.

AND A CRISIS THAT CANNOT BE STOPPED.

Deep in the Caribbean Sea, a nuclear submarine is forced to suddenly abort its mission under mysterious circumstances. Strange facts begin to emerge that lead

naval investigator, John Clay, to a small group of marine biologists who are quietly on the verge of making history.

With the help of a powerful computer system, Alison Shaw and her team are preparing to translate the first two-way conversation with the planet's second

smartest species. But the team discovers much more from their dolphins than they ever expected when a secret object is revealed on the ocean floor. One that

was never supposed to be found.

Alison was sure she would never trust the military again. However, when an unknown group immediately becomes interested in her work, Alison realizes John

Clay may be the only person she can trust. Together they must piece together a dangerous puzzle, and the most frightening piece, is the trembling in Antarctica.

To make matters worse, someone from the inside is trying to stop them. Now time is running out...and our understanding of the world is about to change forever.



Shadow of Night: A Novel (All Souls Trilogy, Book 2)

Author: Deborah Harkness

The #1 New York Times-bestselling sequel to A Discovery of Witches, book two of the All Souls Series. Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of

Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! 

Picking up from A Discovery of Witches' cliffhanger ending, Shadow of Night takes reluctant witch Diana Bishop and vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont on a

trip through time to Elizabethan London, where they are plunged into a world of spies, magic, and a coterie of Matthew's old friends, the School of Night. As the

search for Ashmole 782--the lost and enchanted manuscript whose mystery first pulled Diana and Matthew into one another's orbit--deepens and Diana seeks out

a witch to tutor her in magic, the net of Matthew's past tightens around them. Together they find they must embark on a very different - and vastly more

dangerous - journey.

"A captivating and romantic ripping yarn,"** Shadow of Night confirms Deborah Harkness as a master storyteller, able to cast an "addictive tale of magic, mayhem

and two lovers."**

Class Zero (Stellar Born Book 3)

Author: Viola Grace

Growing up in the shadow of one of Terra’s champions was a comfortable place to be. Padana was the third child of the Empress Amanda Tyrell of the Haldis

Imperium, and she was a very requested bride.

Being a class zero like her mother, Padana has nothing to offer the next generation. Any child she bears will breed true to the father. This attracts a certain type of

suitor who has every interest in her position as princess and none as her descendant of a champion. Padana finds this annoying.

Yomin is the heir to an empire, a guardian, and a descendant of a class zero himself. It is a requirement for his line that the aspects of Hredu breed true. Getting a

portrait from the artist Rhoda had given him a woman to find, and locating her in the Haldis Imperium had meant some high-level negotiation. Fortunately, he had

just met an excellent negotiator.

Pillaged: A Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 3)

Author: Tana Stone

I was promised against my will to an imperial general. . .so I escaped. Right into the arms of an even more ruthless Vandar warlord.

I’d thought things had been bad when I’d been ordered to marry the repulsive Zagrath general. But then I’d been captured by the empire’s most deadly

enemy--the Vandar raiders. With their battle kilts and tails, the raiders are known for being fierce warriors who never take prisoners. Until now.

The fear I feel when I'm taken by the menacing Vandar warlord is confirmed when I discover why he treats me like an honored guest. Taking the general’s bride is

one thing, but to strike the most personal blow the Vandar must claim me as his, taking me to his bed until his mating marks appear on my skin and mark me as

his true mate.

But he has no intention of forcing me. He wants to make a deal—become his willingly and I will get what I’ve always wanted—my freedom from a loveless,

arranged marriage. Can I agree to a deal with the darkly dominant warlord who stokes both my fear and desire? Even if being claimed by the Vandar is only

revenge for him and freedom for me, will my heart remain untouched as he pillages my body? And will the general give me up so easily, or will he come for both

of us with all the firepower of the empire?

Pillaged is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with an HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, alien horde space battles, and some

serious heat.

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction, and marriage of convenience romance, you’ll love Pillaged, the third book in Tana

Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.

Fever Fae: a shifter Fae fantasy romance (Dark Fae Kings Book 1)

Author: Meg Xuemei X

Yes, to the hottest, baddest Fae Kings. No, to being their bitch. 

 

When my parents mysteriously disappear, leaving me to raise my six crazy, younger siblings, my dreams for college are dashed. 

 

It gets worse when someone sends a slew of monster assassins after me. Their untimely arrival is followed by three devastatingly hot Fae who stalk me. 



Baron, the pompous and dominating Summer King, thinks I'm a dark Fae and wants my head. Then he changes his mind and declares me his fated mate.

Hells-a-no. Especially now that he wants me to prove my worth. Really? 

 

Then there's Rowan, the possessive and cruel Winter King, who offers to protect me from the assassins, but only if I accept his obnoxious courtship requests. 

 

And finally, there's Night King Rydstrom, a dangerous and mysterious Fae with an ass that doesn't quit, who thinks he has every right to play me like a fiddle. 

 

Too bad for them, I'm not the docile type they're used to commanding. I might want them, but I have no intention of joining the trail of broken hearts and bodies in

their wake. 

 

For I hold a deep, dark secret. Their arrival has woken in me the very forbidden magic they've been hunting, and I, Evelina, am going to have a wicked good time

teaching these Fae kings a lesson.

Alien Mates: Limited Edition Science Fiction Romance Boxset

Author: Penelope Woods

Six books. Six aliens. Sixty inches of fun. 

Read six hot steamy novels in the best-selling Alien Mates Series, in which women are taken to far away worlds and given their wildest dreams by

reckless, possessive, and warrior aliens who would give anything to protect their mates.

Anna & Ax is the first lucky couple. But there's so much more to discover...

This boxset includes the following books:

Book 1: Alien Mate

Book 2: Alien Breed

Book 3: Alien Bride

Book 4: Possessive Alien Warrior

Book 5: Alien Beast

Book 6: Seed

Dragon's Devotion (Dragons of Mount Atrox Book 4)

Author: Riley Storm

His devotion might be her undoing…

Alana Egall never fit in with her dragon clan or with other humans like her. Caught between two worlds, yet belonging to neither, she’s shocked when her dragon

family summons her home. She’s immediately confronted by her stepbrother, a purist jerk, who doesn’t hide his disgust for her heritage. When Klass, the new

clan leader, steps in to make her stepbrother leave her alone, she starts to wonder if she might belong with the dragons after all. Kladd’s touch sets her body on

fire. But she’s not sure if she’s ready to leave her life behind for him.

Kladd Atrox is the newest leader of his clan, and he’s already having to put out fires on his inauguration night. It’s the first time he’s laid eyes on Alana in over a

decade and he can’t believe his eyes. The girl who turned her back on the dragons has become a woman. One he can’t get off his mind. Clan duties or not, he

has to see her again, and convince her to return home. His dragon won’t tolerate anything else.

Although she tells herself she’s leaving the dragons behind, Alana knows she’s lying to herself. Her job has her working directly for them, managing their charity

fund. It’s an intense job, and she doesn’t have time for distractions. Unfortunately for her, Kladd’s insistence at being a part of her life has made her a target. The

vampires haven’t been dormant, and from within their midst, a terrifying new figure has emerged. An evil that threatens to destroy their love before it’s allowed to

blossom.



My Tiny Giant (My Holiday Tails)

Author: Marina Simcoe

During a mission on planet Tragul, I have the misfortune to get stranded with Lieutenant Agan Drankai, the most arrogant prick in the entire alien army of the

country Ravie. I save his life during combat. But the big, tough Agan isn’t too pleased having a “tiny” female as a mission partner.

When he and I end up separated from the rest, we get captured and brought to a secret lab supposedly operated by our allies. A rogue scientist performs an

illegal experiment on Agan, which finally allows the cocky lieutenant to get a taste of his own medicine.

The tough guy is now no bigger than my palm.

He thought he hated fighting side by side with a woman before? Now, he literally has to be carried back to his army base by one.

And the safest way for me to do that is to stuff him in my bra.

Despite his small size, Agan’s ego remains as big as ever, but so are his confidence, courage, and loyalty. The better I get to know him, the more I find his “little

self” growing on me.

How much does the size really matter? And does it matter at all? 

_______________________

All books in My Holiday Tails series stand alone, loosely connected by the same world and the fact that all heroes have tails.

This series can be read in any order.

-----------------------------

Contains graphic scenes of intimacy. Intended for mature readers.

Her Alien Beast: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 3)

Author: Presley Hall

Axen fights like a beast. He terrifies me a little. But maybe he’s exactly what I need.

As a doctor, I’m used to thinking logically and staying calm even in intense circumstances, so I thought I was adjusting pretty well to life on Nuthora.

Then the universe threw another curveball at me.

Not only am I stuck on a prison planet with a bunch of blue-skinned aliens… but I’m pregnant.

When the mate bond flares between Axen and me, it’s more than I can handle. I want to get off this crazy ride and go back to a planet where things made sense,

where my heart wasn’t fighting with my head, and where most of the wildlife didn’t want to kill me.

But there’s no going back.

This is the path fate has carved out for me, and despite my fears about the bond, Axen is determined to prove he’ll be a good mate.

Can this brutal alien warrior truly be my perfect match?

Her Alien Beast is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a heroine whose life is turned upside down, and a growly,

protective hero.

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed!

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order.

Voxeran Fated Mates series:

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth)

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro)

Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen)

Book 4: Her Alien Warrior (Gemma and Kzuri)

Book 5: TBA

The Alien King's Prey: A Dark Alien Romance (Royal Aliens)

Author: Loki Renard



Submit, or be hunted.

King Archon is a dominant, ruthless hunter interested only in war and conquest - much to the sorrow of his advisors who insist he should select a mate and

produce an heir.

To escape the expectations of court, Archon travels to break a human rebellion. When one of the human females defies him and escapes his wrath, she marks

herself as his prey. He vows to hunt her to the very end of her world and exact punishing justice on her tender flesh.

A young human woman has almost no chance against an all powerful alien king, but Iris is not as weak as she seems. This will be Archon's most dangerous hunt

yet.

This enemies-to-lovers alien romance features dark themes and wicked acts. Reader discretion is advised.

His Human Assistant (Monsters Love Curvy Girls Book 3)

Author: Michele Mills

I’m a corporate whistleblower running for my life, so I take the first job I can find off planet.

Now I’m a lowly assistant for some rich devil named Hannibal Hellstone? And when I say “devil,” I mean DEVIL. As in this guy’s skin is dark red, he has shiny

black horns, sharp fangs, silver-tipped claws and a barbed tail. This Hyrrokin is scary AF and his eight-year-old son looks just like him. And, he has a

sharp-toothed, three-headed, fire-breathing “dog” at his side.

*gulp*

I’m supposed to live with my new boss?

I don’t know anything about kids. And I don’t like pets. But, jeez, this guy is hawt. And his kid is sweet too. My heart cracks open for them—and their “dog.”

Hannibal starts throwing heated glances my way. But if this honorable soldier knew the real me, the girl with the checkered past, would he still want me? Oh well,

it’s not like this is going to get serious—he’s told everyone he’s never, ever, going to marry anyone ever again.

This is good, right?

That’s what I want too…right?

Possessed: A Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 1)

Author: Tana Stone

I sacrificed myself to save my sister’s ship. Now the raider warlord owns me.

It was my own fault. I was the navigator of our ship, and I’m the one who led us straight into Vandar territory.

We’d heard rumors about the Vandar raiders—everyone in the galaxy had. Terrifying and ruthless, they were a scourge on the Zagrath empire and destroyed

everything in their path.

Few had actually laid eyes on the Vandar or the notorious warlords who led their fleets of warships—and survived to talk about it. So, when the ruthless aliens

boarded our ship intent on destroying it and killing the crew, I did the only thing I could do.

I gave myself to the dark and menacing warlord. In exchange for allowing my sister’s ship passage out of the Vandar territory, I must share his bed and travel with

his crew of deadly raiders. Even though the sight of the huge, battle-scarred alien terrifies me.

But as I adjust to my new life on a savage warship, I discover that the dominant alien warrior wants more than just my body. He wants to possess my soul. And

he’ll make a new deal with me to get it.

Possessed is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, alien horde space battles, and some

serious enemies-to-lovers heat.

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction romance, and hot scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love Possessed, the first

book in Tana Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.

Bridget's Bane: A SciFi Alien Romance (Icehome Book 13)



Author: Ruby Dixon

A’tam is the worst.

Sure, he’s the prettiest man on the beach, but he’s a terrible listener. I’ve told him a dozen times that we’re not compatible - in SO many ways - and he refuses to

take no for an answer. He had his chance with me, and he blew it.

But A'tam thinks we should be mates. He thinks he can just woo me enough to change my mind. He thinks that sultry kisses and soft touches are the way to a

girl’s heart. He thinks that if he shows me that he can be everything I need, I’ll just fall right back into his arms and forget the past.

And….sigh.

He might be right.

Because I want him again and I really, really shouldn’t.

Taken by the Alien Warrior: A Sci Fi Alien Romance (Warriors of Agron Book 1)

Author: Hope Hart

The aliens who stole me made a mistake. 

The Grivath have sold us on Gule- a planet where hope goes to die. 

The women who are imprisoned with me are in high demand and they all look like models. Me? I’m 5'2 shy, curvy, and a kindergarten teacher. Maybe they really

meant to take my pageant queen sister?

If that's not bad enough, our ship has crashed and half of the women are missing. Did I mention the locals want to eat us? Insert the tall, incredibly-built warrior

aliens, who saved us. Things are looking up, except that one of them is eyeing me like a snack, and not in a cannibalistic way-- if you catch my drift.

Terex is tough, fierce, and bossy, and doesn't seem to understand that I can't stay and be his snuggle bunny. I'm not quite sure why he isn't chasing after one of

the other women when every man I've ever known has overlooked me.

But not Terex. When he looks at me, he doesn’t seem to see chubby, awkward Ellie. And his gaze burns brighter instead of shifting away.

Now, I've just got to convince him to help me find the other women and get back to Earth.

Should be a piece of cake… Right? 

Taken by the Alien Warrior is a full-length romance with no cliffhanger and a guaranteed HEA. While this is a spin-off series from the hugely popular Arcav Alien

Invasion series, this is a standalone series. 

If you like hot aliens and kick-ass heroines, you'll love Warriors of Agron- Hope Hart's new sci-fi romance series. 

Read it Now.

Pandemic (The Extinction Files Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian 

 

Now an Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestseller. 

 

From A.G. Riddle, the worldwide bestselling author with OVER FOUR MILLION COPIES SOLD in twenty languages, comes a groundbreaking novel that takes 

you inside the the CDC and WHO response to a global outbreak. It’s an eye-opening journey that may well change everything you think you know about 

pandemics—and how to survive one. 

 



Selected Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle makes an effort to keep the focus on how his characters react to each other (including to their future selves) rather than to the technological marvels that

reshaped their world.” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—Departure has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander on Departure 

 

 

An Extended Look at Pandemic 

 

A hundred miles north of Alaska, a US Coast Guard vessel discovers a sunken submarine at the bottom of the Arctic Ocean. It has no national identification. It

doesn’t match the records of any known vessel. Deep within, researchers find evidence of a scientific experiment that will rewrite our basic understanding of the

human race. 

 

In Atlanta, Dr. Peyton Shaw is awakened by the phone call she has dreaded for years. As the CDC’s leading epidemiologist, she’s among the first responders to

outbreaks around the world. It’s a lonely and dangerous job, but it’s her life—and she’s good at it. This time, she may have met her match. 

 

In Kenya, an Ebola-like pathogen has infected two Americans. One lies at death’s door. With the clock ticking, Peyton assembles her team and joins personnel

from the Kenyan Ministry of Health and the WHO. What they find in the remote village is beyond their worst fears. As she traces the origin of the pathogen,

Peyton begins to believe that there is more to this outbreak—that it may be merely the opening act in a conspiracy with far reaching consequences. 

 

In Berlin, Desmond Hughes awakens in a hotel room with no memory of how he got there or who he is. On the floor, he finds a dead security guard from an

international pharmaceutical company. His only clue leads him to Peyton Shaw—a woman who seems to know him, but refuses to tell him how. With the police

searching the city for him, Desmond desperately tries to piece together what happened to him. To his shock and horror, he learns that he may be involved in

causing the outbreak—and could hold the only key to stopping it. 

 

As the pathogen spreads around the world, Peyton and Desmond race to unravel the conspiracy behind the pandemic—and uncover secrets some want to keep

buried. With time running out, they face an unimaginable decision. 

 

 

NOTE: this novel is available as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and hardcover). It’s also in Kindle

Unlimited where subscribers can borrow it for free.

Savage: A Rough Romance (Alpha Brotherhood Book 1)

Author: Sara Fields

I thought no alpha could tame me. I was wrong.

Many men have tried to master me, but never one like Aric. He is not just an alpha, he is a fearsome beast, and he means to take for himself what warriors and

kings could not conquer.

I thought I could fight him, but his mere presence forced overwhelming, unimaginable need upon me and now it is too late. I'm about to go into heat, and what

comes next will be truly shameful.

He's going to ravage me, ruthlessly laying claim to every single inch of me, and it's going to hurt. But no matter how desperately I plead as he wrenches one

screaming climax after another from my helplessly willing body, he will not stop until I'm sore, spent, and marked as his.

It will be nothing short of savage.

Publisher's Note: Savage is a stand-alone novel which is the first entry in the Alpha Brotherhood series. It includes spankings, rough sexual scenes, intense and

humiliating punishments, and strong D/s themes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Glacier: An Alien Warrior Romance (Elemental Mates Book 1)

Author: Miranda Bridges

He is ice cold. 

 

Both his personality and his skin. When his icy gaze lands on me it freezes me temporarily, but the first time he touches me... 



Sparks fly. 

 

Not the romantic kind. The tattoos on his pale skin illuminate and they are brighter than the Northern Lights. And then something in his eyes changes, making him

less callous, less cold. 

 

And making me hot. 

 

He says he needs me for something important, something monumental, but I'm not easily swayed. Even if he's gorgeous and I do need his help. 

 

I guess we'll see if I can melt his heart before he chills me to the point of no return. 

 

Elemental Mates Series 

Book 1- Glacier (Hazel & Xelias) 

Book 2- Inferno (Kayla & Blaze) 

Book 3- Obsidian (Jade & Castien) 

Book 4- Tempest (Zoey & Kai) 

Book 5- Zephyr (Daxis) 

Book 6- Terra (Maxim)

Wild Sign (Alpha and Omega Book 6)

Author: Patricia Briggs

Mated werewolves Charles Cornick and Anna Latham must discover what could make an entire community disappear--before it's too late--in this

thrilling entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling Alpha and Omega series.

In the wilds of the Northern California mountains, all the inhabitants of a small town have gone missing. It's as if the people picked up and left their possessions

behind. With a mystery on their hands and no jurisdiction on private property, the FBI dumps the whole problem in the lap of the land owner, Aspen Creek,

Inc.--aka the business organization of the Marrok's pack.

Somehow, the pack of the Wolf Who Rules is connected to a group of vanished people. Werewolves Charles Cornick and Anna Latham are tasked with

investigating, and soon find that a deserted town is the least of the challenges they face.

Death sings in the forest, and when it calls, Charles and Anna must answer. Something has awakened in the heart of the California mountains, something old and

dangerous--and it has met werewolves before.

Captive of the Horde King (Horde Kings of Dakkar Book 1)

Author: Zoey Draven

She made a deal with the Dakkari devil. Now, he owns her.

On the unforgiving planet of Dakkar, I did what all the humans in our village did: kept my head down, worked to provide for my family, and I certainly didn’t break

any Dakkari laws to risk inciting the alien race’s merciless wrath.

Unfortunately, the same couldn’t be said for my brother and one careless mistake brings a horde of the nomadic, barbarian Dakkari straight to our doorstep, led

by their powerful horde king—a cold, ruthless, battle-scarred warrior demanding retribution.

In order to save my brother’s life, I do the unthinkable.

I sell myself to the horde king as his war prize. I agree to warm his furs, to travel with his horde across the wild lands of Dakkar, and to never see my family again.

But as I struggle with my new reality, I discover that the surly, mysterious, dominant horde king never intended for me to be his concubine…

He wants me as his queen.

Alien Heart: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Fated Mates of Xaensskar Book 1)

Author: Jude Gray

Some aliens are so fierce that a girl can't see a heart in all the darkness...

not even when fate chooses one of them for her.

Forced to stand in the window of a sex shop to attract customers, Tempest is beginning to believe the worst thing that can happen to her is dying of sheer

boredom.



Then she catches the attention of a type of alien she's never seen before. He's like a shadow, darker than the night sky, a silver sword at his side. But no matter

how frightening he is, there's something so mysterious and intriguing about him that she can't get him out of her mind.

When she's sold once again, this time to a cruel, terrifying master, she doesn't believe she'll ever see the dark stranger again.

♥♥♥

Kelos doesn't believe a delicate human female can ever look at him with anything other than fear and revulsion. Surely she won't want him to touch her. Surely

she won't want him to love her.

But from the moment he catches and holds her stare, he wants her.

He plans to get her to safety, no strings attached. 

But plans can go awry.

First, he'll have to take her from the cruel four-armed Khork who just bought her...

And Khorks aren't known to give up anything without a fight.

-

If you like steamy fated mate alien romance between Earth women and fierce but protective alien males, you'll love Jude Gray's Alien Heart, book 1 in the Fated

Mates of Xaensskar alien romance series!

Lion’s Mate: Paranormal Menage Protector Romance

Author: Lilly Wilder

Two Alpha Males Fighting To Be Top Dog (Cat?) And Willing To Protect Me If I Joined Their Pride…And Mate

I go for guys that are all big swingers and hard hitters.

They tend to be shallow and direct.

They don't mess around, because they're not complicated enough to promise me forever.

Problem is, they tend not to mind where their swings hit.

One night, my current leading asshole got a little too rough.

And then two incredibly attractive men came in to rescue me…who happen to be lion shapeshifters.

Leo and Jackson are both big, protective, hard-hitting – totally my type.

But uncomplicated?

Abusive?

Just like every other guy in my life?

I guess I'll find out.

Lion’s Mate is a standalone paranormal romance with a HEA and NO cheating!

The Atlantis Plague: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A pandemic 70,000 years in the making... 

will change humanity... 

forever. 

 

The race to stop the Atlantis Plague has begun. 

 

Filled with real science and history, The Atlantis Plague is the second book in The Origin Mystery trilogy—a series that has sold over THREE MILLION copies 

worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings on GoodReads. 

The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture. 

 

With shocking plot twists and revelations around every turn, The Atlantis Plague will keep you up late into the night turning the pages to find out what the Immari 

have in store for David, Kate, and Dorian. 

 

 

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War



 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

 

An Extended Look at The Atlantis Plague 

 

In Marbella, Spain, Dr. Kate Warner awakens to a horrifying reality: the human race stands on the brink of extinction. A pandemic unlike any before it has swept

the globe. Nearly a billion people are dead—and those that the Atlantis Plague does not kill, it transforms at the genetic level. A few rapidly evolve. The remainder

devolve. 

 

As the world slips into chaos, radical solutions emerge. Industrialized nations offer a miracle drug, Orchid, which they mass produce and distribute to refugee

camps around the world. But Orchid is merely a way to buy time. It treats the symptoms of the plague but never cures the disease. 

 

Immari International offers a different approach: do nothing. Let the plague run its course. The Immari envision a world populated by the genetically superior

survivors—a new human race, ready to fulfill its destiny. 

 

With control of the world population hanging in the balance, the Orchid Alliance and the Immari descend into open warfare. Now the last hope for humanity is to

find a cure. Kate alone holds the key to unraveling the mystery surrounding the Atlantis Plague. The answer may lie in understanding pivotal events in human

history—events when the human genome mysteriously changed. Her journey takes her across the barren wastelands of Europe and northern Africa, but it is her

research into the past that takes her where she never expected to go. She soon discovers that the history of human evolution is not what it seems—and setting it

right may require a sacrifice she never imagined. 

 

 

About The Author 

 

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available as a Kindle eBook, an Audible audiobook, and in print. It is also in Kindle Unlimited.

Claimed by the Alien Bodyguard: A SciFi Alien Holiday Romance (Aliens Among Us)

Author: Tiffany Roberts

A retired alien bodyguard. A luscious human female he craves. He’ll do whatever it takes to make her his by Christmas.

Gabriela Romero is a single mother struggling to make ends meet. With Christmas fast approaching, she’s lost work, she’s late on rent, and the zeroes in her

bank account are on the wrong side of the decimal point. Fortunately, she has a couple bright spots in her life—her amazing daughter, Ana, and her brief

interactions with her gorgeous neighbor from across the street, Mason Lee.

He’s big, strong, kind, and he’s great with Ana. Plus, he looks at Gabriela like he wants to devour her. How could a man like him be real? When he finally asks her

out—and an unexpected job comes her way—it seems Gabriela’s luck is finally turning around.

Until the universe decides to give her a reality check and disaster strikes.

In Gabriela’s most desperate moments, Mason rushes to the rescue. But her savior isn’t what he seems. He’s a seven-foot-tall alien with horns and glowing violet

eyes. Did she run into the arms of an otherworldly demon or will this unusual being save Christmas—and claim Gabriela’s heart in the process?

Dark Stranger Revealed (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 2)

Author: I. T. Lucas

"Outstanding! The story gripped me from the beginning and I didn't stop until I finished the third book. The other books on my kindle will have to wait because 

I'm going to keep reading the series to the last page." 



"An excellent read! This is a very different take on paranormal and it was an accidental find. After reading the first book in the series, I bought the entire set. It's

fast paced, intriguing and the characters are fully formed and interesting. I cannot put it down!" 

 

“A new favorite author and series!!! I really enjoyed this book and the entire series. It’s a wonderful paranormal book that is completely different from

everything else out there. I devoured all five within a 3 day period of time. Both the writing, characters and story line was AMAZING and I’m dying to get my hands

on the next book!!” 

 

"I LOVE LOVE LOVE THIS SERIES! I was trying to find a series similar to the Black Dagger Brotherhood series by JR Ward and this hit the nail on the head! I

finished the entire series within two weeks and I cannot wait for Book 9 to release! IT Lucas, please keep this story line going as long as possible... I cannot wait

to see what happens to the rest of the clan!" 

 

"Awesome story with intriguing characters. Romance and intrigue that draws one in. Better than Shades of Grey by a mile." 

 

I. T. Lucas is one of the best authors I have come across. The Children of the Gods series is fantastic. The characters are savage, gritty sexy, enthralling and

the story lines are thrilling. I can't put the book down once I have started and I have read 11 of them. The men are superbly buffed and wild, and the women give

them a run for their money in the gorgeous, sexy and strong stakes. Very highly recommend these books to anyone who enjoys sitting on the edge of their seat

and chewing their nails in anticipation of what is to come. Very explicit and cruel in some of the books. 

 

"...I was completely hooked from start to finish and did not want to put it down until I was done! I found myself devastated that the story was over

already and wanting to read more..." - OnlineBookClub.org 

----------------------------------------------- 

While sheltered in the clan's stronghold, Syssi is unaware that Kian and Amanda are not human, and neither are the supposedly religious fanatics that are after

her. She feels a powerful connection to Kian, and as he introduces her to a world of pleasure she never dared imagine, his dominant sexuality is a revelation.

Considering that she's completely out of her element, Syssi feels comfortable and safe letting go with him. That is, until she begins to suspect that all is not as it

seems. Piecing the puzzle together, she draws a scary, yet wrong conclusion... 

 

 

 

Her Alien Prince: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 1)

Author: Presley Hall

I was sent to make contact with aliens… I never expected one to claim me as his mate.

When I get the chance to be part of a first-contact mission to space, I jump at it. I need a break from my life back on Earth. From the lie of my marriage. From the 

heartbreak of betrayal. 

 

But after we crash on a planet far from our planned destination, everything changes. Stranded in an unforgiving wilderness, I suddenly find myself hoping 

extraterrestrial life doesn’t exist. 

 

No such luck. 

 

As I search for a way to rejoin the other survivors, I fall—literally—into the lap of a massive alien warrior with metallic blue skin and cat-like eyes. He’s… 

gorgeous. Mesmerizing. I can’t stop staring at him, and he seems just as fascinated by me. 

 

Actually, he seems more than fascinated. The way he looks at me is possessive and protective, and even though I can’t understand his words, his voice sends 

shivers down my spine. 

 

I don’t understand what’s happening between us, but I do know one thing: he’s the best shot I have at finding a way back home. 

 

The only problem is, I’m not so sure anymore that I want to leave. 

 

 

Her Alien Prince is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a heroine who learns what love truly is, and a rebel prince who 

would move the stars for his fated mate. 

 

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed! 

 

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order. 

 

Voxeran Fated Mates series: 

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth) 

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro) 

Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen) 

Book 4: TBA



Book 5: TBA

Claimed: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Fated Mates of the Kalixian Warriors Book 1)

Author: Presley Hall

Recently jobless and homeless, now I’ve been kidnapped by aliens.

I thought my day couldn’t get any worse… until the disgusting Orkun warlords who abducted me tell me I’m meant to be a “bride” for their commander.

No! No freaking way.

But before I can figure out a way off this spaceship, I find myself caught in the middle of an uprising by their other captives: a breathtakingly masculine gladiator

race called Kalixians.

With their bronze skin, horns, and rippling muscles, the Kalixians look like gods.

Their leader, Tordax, is the most stunning of all. His touch sets off fireworks in my body, and I’m drawn to him in a way I can’t understand—especially considering

we don’t even speak the same language.

But am I really safer now, or have I just traded one captor for another?

What does this powerful alien want with me?

And why does he keep looking at me like I’m his?

Claimed is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring hot alien gladiators with huge… horns, a sassy heroine who finds her courage in space, and a

possessive alpha hero who would do anything to protect his fated mate.

If you like sexy aliens, sweeping adventure, and steamy romance, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed!

Fated Mates of the Kalixian Warriors series::

Book 1: Claimed (Rose and Tordax)

Book 2: Seized (Harper and Malav)

Book 3: Rescued (Autumn and Sorsir)

Book 4: Bound (Emma and Khrelan)

Book 5: Broken (Jade and Brele)

Book 6: Consumed (Lucy and Tycran)

Book 7: Damaged (Cora and Druxik)

Book 8: TBA (Brooke and Zhori)

Claimed by the Horde King (Horde Kings of Dakkar Book 2)

Author: Zoey Draven

She broke their laws. Now, he has come to punish her…

In my human settlement on the hostile plains of Dakkar, I am an outcast, a strange girl orphaned since birth, alone, and dreaming of a life I don't have. I hunt to

survive, though it is forbidden, though it breaks the strict Dakkari laws that we all must follow.

When my desperate actions catch the attention of a Dakkari horde king—a cold, powerful, and merciless warrior leader, with eyes like flint and a body like

steel—he seeks to punish me…and he succeeds.

But then he does the unexpected.

Instead of taking my life, he claims me as his own.

He steals me from my village and brings me back to his battle-bred horde. There, I warm his bed. I make bargains with him on starry, cold nights. I look into his

grey eyes and see not a monster, but a demon king who captures my soul.

But demons have a way of never letting go…and as the cold season descends upon Dakkar, I begin to wonder if I even want him to, even when it hurts.

A Mother's Night Gift (Ragoru Romance Book 1)



Author: S.J. Sanders

Mother’s Night had passed unmarked for many years for Betani and her children. Afterall, there was little to celebrate when living on the streets. This year was

different. For the first time they are going to celebrate Mother’s Night and holiday cheer fills their small apartment despite the tight control of the warders who have

risen to power in the poor districts. Despite her limited means, when a triad shows up on her doorstep during a snowstorm with their poisoned lead male, she

can’t turn them out. Having a triad in her home makes her dream for the impossible, of just maybe having her family grow...if one of them would just make a

move.

With a triad who longs for a family, and a clash of cultures where the males wait on their female’s desires, will this triad and their hoped-for human mate and

offspring find their holiday wishes come true? Love and a bit of holiday magic is in their air.

Rising: After the Thaw (The Thaw Chronicles Book 1)

Author: Heidi Catherine

Four tests. Seven days. Nine teens. 

Only the chosen shall breed.

★★★★★ "This is definitely way up there with the Hunger Games and Divergent!"

Humans now live in a super greenhouse. Seas have risen. Oceans have acidified. And the fight for resources is deadly. To ensure nothing of this magnitude ever

happens again, only those with enough intelligence and heart will earn the right to bear children and heal the earth. 

Nine teens must face the tests of the Proving to decide who will be Bound to this new order. Four of them will challenge the system in ways even they can’t

imagine.

Nova. The gentle soul who has everything to lose.

Kian. The champion of this new world who’s determined to succeed. 

Dex. The one who'll learn nothing is as it seems.

Wren. The rebel who wants nothing to do with any of it.

As the fight to breed becomes a fight to survive, rules are broken, and hearts are captured. This Proving won’t just decide the future of this new order,

it will decide the future of humankind.

Lovers of Divergent, The Hunger Games, and The Maze Runner series will be blown away by the breathtaking new series from USA Today best-selling author

Tamar Sloan and award-winning author Heidi Catherine. 

Scroll up and grab your copy now!

What readers are saying about After the Thaw... 

★★★★★ "Rising is without doubt the best dystopian series I have ever read."

★★★★★ "It's understandable why this is compared to the Hunger Games…the writing is top notch and on the same level as those books."

★★★★★ "Oh my. I couldn't put this book down. I can't wait for more!"

★★★★★ "Great beginning to a new dystopian world! If you love dystopian, futuristic, or climatic fiction you need to start reading this series now!"

★★★★★ "I didn't think it possible for another story to rival the likes of the Hunger Games and Divergent, but if Burning is an indicator, After The Thaw is going to

be THE series to slake dystopian fans' thirst."

Alien AI's Marine (Warriors of the Lathar Book 14)

Author: Mina Carter



He's the lone human male in a sea of lethal alien warriors. He's either gifted or suicidal...

Kidnapped by aliens, rescued, and now on a secret base in a system he can't even pronounce, Major Jay Stephens has given up on a wing and a prayer... he's

now on kicking butt and taking names. Especially when it comes to the alien AI who's risked everything, even her 'life' to protect him.

The only problem... she's gone and gotten herself a body. Beautiful and delicate, she evokes reactions in him that should be illegal. The REAL problem? An AI in

physical form is totally illegal and against just about every law in Latharian society. Which means lots of lethal aliens want to kill it, and by extension, his AI.

And that’s going to be a problem. Because Jay thinks… no, he knows he's in love with her, and no little (large) green (totally not green) men are going to draanth

up the best thing he ever had...

She never wanted a body. Until she met her human marine.

One of the most advanced AI’s in the empire, Keris is used to being so much more than any biological could dream of. She never expected that saving a lone

human would lead to her taking physical form…

But a new form comes with a whole host of new problems. She’s gone from being able to run a ship single-handed to struggling to co-ordinate her own two legs.

And when Jay is around, her new brain quits functioning. All she can think about is the handsome human, and what his lips would feel like on hers…

But when the chips are down and Jay is taken from her, she'll show them that any woman scorned is a dangerous thing, AI or not...

Touch of Eon (Eon Warriors Book 2)

Author: Anna Hackett

She’ll do anything to free her sister and save the Earth from invasion, even if she’s blackmailed into stealing sacred alien artifacts…and becomes the

prey of the dark, deadly warrior sent to hunt her down.

Special Forces Space Marine Lara Traynor wants to save her sister and her planet from annihilation by the deadly insectoid Kantos. Earth’s Space Corps give her

one option: steal three gems sacred to the Eon Warriors. Lara has never failed a mission and she doesn’t plan to start now. What she doesn’t expect is the big,

hard-bodied warrior the Eon sent to stop her.

Security Commander Caze Vann-Jad was born and raised to be the best Eon warrior in the empire. Honed by the military academy, his years as a stealth agent,

and by his hard warrior father, he has never failed. He knows one weak, inferior Terran is no match for him. But when he finds himself face to face with the tough,

skilled Lara, he realizes he’s underestimated the female warrior.

When they are attacked by a Kantos kill squad, it soon becomes clear that the Kantos are planning something far darker and dangerous. Caze and Lara are

forced to change their dangerous battle of wits and skill into a fierce battle for survival. Neither of these fighters believe in love, but on the trail of a stolen gem,

they will ignite an unstoppable desire, and discover that not only are their lives at stake, but their hearts as well. 

**Each book in this action-packed science fiction romance series can be read as a standalone.

Radoo (Scifi Alien Dragon Romance) (Dragons of Preor Book 13)

Author: Celia Kyle

The Preor came to Earth with open arms and hopes that they’d find their mates. They were greeted with closed fists and utter hatred.

Livvy holds no love for the Preor. They said they came in peace, but she didn’t believe them for a hot second. They claimed they wished to work together for a

greater future for both races. Yeah, she didn’t buy that one at all. 

And yet, when they told her she was fated for one of the dragon-shifting aliens… she knew in her heart that it was true.

It was not the Choosing that Radoo had anticipated through the centuries with anxiety-laden hope. Besides, while he fields most of the command duties of the

Preor Third Fleet, he has no time for a mate. Or so he believes.

Radoo’s world is rocked when he comes into contact with Livvy and the Knowing affects him. But what happens when the human fated to be his hates him and

everything he stands for? When she belongs to the Resistance who will stop at nothing to drive the Preor aliens from Earth?

Truly, what is Radoo to do when he discovers that his mate is his enemy?

Noxx: Alien Adoption Agency #1

Author: Tasha Black



The Alien Adoption Agency is going to make all of Luna’s dreams come true.

At least, that’s what Luna believes when she boards a rickety space craft headed for a frontier moon to meet the child she will raise in exchange for 100 acres of

land and a modest stipend. But she doesn’t count on the dangerous animals, the short but lonely nights, or the big blue warrior who informs her he is on

permanent security duty for the baby.

Noxx is a proud dragon warrior of the Invicta, dedicated to use his strength, strategy and endurance to protect his homeland. When his commander assigns him

guard duty for a baby, he resents the interruption of his career. It’s bad enough that he’s starting to bond with the little whelp, but the instant he sees the child’s

adoptive mother, he knows she is his fated mate. Noxx will have to deny his desperate craving for the dark-haired beauty if he wants to hold on to his chance at

redemption.

When a last-minute trek through the forest of Clotho gets them entangled in a dangerous battle, Luna will have to learn to trust the hunky blue warrior. But can the

dragon let go of his duty long enough to let himself love someone, and be loved in return?

If you like strong women, sexy aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll love the world of Stargazer!

Alien Adoption Agency is a Stargazer Alien Series – read them all:

-Noxx

-Kade

-Tyro

And check out the other Stargazer Alien series:

Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides

Stargazer Alien Barbarian Brides

Stargazer Alien Space Cruise Brides

Stargazer Alien Reality Show Brides

Stargazer Alien Mystery Brides

House of Earth and Blood (Crescent City Book 1)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

A #1 New York Times bestseller!

Sarah J. Maas's brand-new CRESCENT CITY series begins with House of Earth and Blood: the story of half-Fae and half-human Bryce Quinlan as she

seeks revenge in a contemporary fantasy world of magic, danger, and searing romance.

Bryce Quinlan had the perfect life-working hard all day and partying all night-until a demon murdered her closest friends, leaving her bereft, wounded, and alone.

When the accused is behind bars but the crimes start up again, Bryce finds herself at the heart of the investigation. She'll do whatever it takes to avenge their

deaths.

Hunt Athalar is a notorious Fallen angel, now enslaved to the Archangels he once attempted to overthrow. His brutal skills and incredible strength have been set

to one purpose-to assassinate his boss's enemies, no questions asked. But with a demon wreaking havoc in the city, he's offered an irresistible deal: help Bryce

find the murderer, and his freedom will be within reach.

As Bryce and Hunt dig deep into Crescent City's underbelly, they discover a dark power that threatens everything and everyone they hold dear, and they find, in

each other, a blazing passion-one that could set them both free, if they'd only let it.

With unforgettable characters, sizzling romance, and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by #1 New York Times bestselling author

Sarah J. Maas delves into the heartache of loss, the price of freedom-and the power of love.

Half-Blood Academy 1: Magic Trials

Author: Meg Xuemei X

"Welcome to Half Death Academy." That's what they call my new school--because only half the students survive. 

 

Rule #1: Keep your head down and don't mess with the four gorgeous demigods who rule the school. 

Rule #2: When the demigods try to kill you, lie down and die. 

 

Too bad I never was very good at following the rules. And when my forbidden power awakens, I'll make them regret they tried to make me their bitch. 

 

Magic Trials is the first book in the Half-Blood Academy series, a reverse harem bully romance starring four handsome, cruel, yet overprotective demigods and a



badass heroine. Heart-pounding action blends with steamy romance. For fans of Ilona Andrews, Jaymin Eve, Leia Stone, K.F. Breene, and Ivy Asher. 

 

 

* EXCERPT * 

 

"Now, I need to get you naked." 

The Demigod of War held my gown, and I raised my arms for him to pull it off my head carefully. It would take some effort since the gown hugged my every curve. 

A tearing sound rent the air before I could stop him from ripping my gown into two pieces. 

"It's an expensive dress, Axel!" I cried. 

"I can afford to buy you thousands more," he said, gloating, yet his voice remained seductive. "I'll buy you a thousand gowns tomorrow to replace this one." 

I had a feeling he was going to tear off all of the dresses Héctor had provided for me. He couldn't help it. The demigods were all territorial and possessive, and

Axel was one of the worst. 

"That's not the point," I shouted in dismay. "I loved this gown. And you should give the money to the poor instead of buying me dresses. I don't need any." 

"You're so beautiful, Cookie." His hot mouth stole the rest of my protests, and his strong fingers thrust inside my liquid heat. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

Here's what readers are saying about Magic Trials: 

 

"This book starts out at 100 mph and never slows down." ★★★★★ 

 

"The steamy romance is like the icing on the cake. I enjoy it, but the story stands on its own without it; amazing characters, beautiful new worlds, daring

adventure, and just enough giggles." ★★★★★ 

 

"Magic Trials hit most of my soft spots: strong heroine, boarding school, possessive alpha males not too happy about sharing, and while the jerk of the group

takes the bullying path, it's not her against everyone and most definitely not her against all of her love interests." ★★★★★ 

 

"This is a super fun, exciting beginning to a series I'm really looking forward to diving into. I can't wait to see what danger Marigold will face, the way she will put

the men in their place, and the friends she will make along the way."★★★★★

Saving Verakko: The Clecanian Series Book 3

Author: Victoria Aveline

When Lily is freed from alien captivity, she refuses to wait for rescue—or recapture. She’ll take her chances in the forest. Navigating the exotic terrain won’t be

easy, but it beats the alternative. Then, an enormous alien falls into her camp and makes her question everything. He’s rude, grumpy, and annoyingly sexy.

Trusting him would be a mistake. And yet…the idea of leaving him behind hurts way more than it should.

Verakko was supposed to liberate the kidnapped humans, then return home to fulfill his obligations. Getting dropped into the forest at the feet of the most

confounding female he’s ever met was not on the agenda. So, he’ll help her, then they’ll go their separate ways. That’s the plan…until he starts to suspect that

Lily is his mate.

She doesn’t trust easily. He has secrets and responsibilities he can’t avoid forever. Only one thing is clear. If Lily and Verakko want their happily ever after, they’ll

have to fight more than the dangers of the forest to get it.

Plundered: A Sc-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 2)

Author: Tana Stone

My sister gave herself to the raider warlord to save me. Now I’m hunting him down and getting her back. 

 

I’ve never forgiven myself for letting that brute drag her off my ship, and I’ve done nothing but search for his horde of warships since he let my ship go free. 

 

Everyone knows the Vandar raiders are cruel and merciless, so when my ship is attacked by another of the alien race’s warlords, I expect to be blown out of the 

sky. Instead, he takes me as his captive. 

 

I may be the warlord’s prize, but no way will I submit to his demands. Even if his hard body and fiery eyes ignite a desire in me like nothing have before. 

 

Despite my captivity, I’m still determined to find my sister. This Vandar warrior might not have her, but he knows who does. If I can give him what he wants, 

maybe he’ll help me find her. But can I risk letting him control more than my body? Can I risk him plundering my heart? 

 

Plundered is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, heart-pounding space battles, and 

some serious enemies-to-lovers heat. 

 

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction romance, and hot scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love Plundered, the 

second book in Tana Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.



 

Swipe Right for Husband: A SciFi Alien RomCom (Vandalar Concubines Book 4)

Author: V. K. Ludwig

There’s an alien in my bed. Also, he claims we’re married.

After a girls-night-out, I expect to wake hungover — not next to a horned devil lovingly introducing himself as my husband. While he contemplates a name for our

first child, refusing to leave my place, I call the cops.

But they don’t kick him out. Nooo…

They fine me for attempted spousal abandonment.

Apparently, that love nibble this Vandalar gave me last night makes me his mate. Now I’m stuck with an alien who says he studied a million ways to please me.

But, really, he’s about as annoying as any average husband.

Thing is: I’m not wife material. I don’t do marriage.

All I need from this guy is the d-word.

Not that d-word. The other one.

As in divorce.

Swipe Right for Husband is the fourth book in this quirky, interconnected alien romantic comedy series, featuring concubines trained to cook, clean, and please

their female in whichever way she wishes - or not. Some are annoying like that...

Time's Convert: A Novel

Author: Deborah Harkness

Sunday Times Number One bestselling author Deborah Harkness returns to the spellbinding world she created in A Discovery of Witches with an

unconventional love story.

From human to vampire...

Marcus Whitmore was made a vampire in the eighteenth century. Over two hundred years later, he finds himself in love with Phoebe Taylor, a human who

decides to become a vampire herself.

And with tradition enforcing separation from Marcus, Phoebe's transformation will prove as challenging now as it was for Marcus when he first encountered

Matthew de Clermont, his sire.

Time's Convert moves with epic sweep from the battlefields of the American Revolutionary War, through the treachery of the French Revolution to a

bloody finale in New Orleans.

'Gripping and impossible to put down, this is Twilight for grown-ups - a wonderful read!' Katie Fforde on A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES

'Thrilling . . . A captivating and romantic ripping yarn' E L James on SHADOW OF NIGHT

'Rich in arcane detail, fans will relish this exotic cauldron of romantic fantasy' Sunday Mirror on THE BOOK OF LIFE

In Deborah Harkness's world of witches, daemons and vampires, watch as history comes to life.

The Commander's Captive: An Alien Breeder Romance (The House of Kaimar Book 1)

Author: Miranda Bridges

Aliens. 

 

That's right. I said it. 

 

I know—it sounds stupid to me also. I'm a psychologist (sort of), so you'd think I'd be able to reason my way out of this mess. Except the reality is that I've been 

abducted to become their breeder, and it doesn't take an advanced degree to recognize this is all sorts of jacked up.



 

But I digress. 

 

Apparently, these aliens are on the brink of extinction and need me and my fellow captives to repopulate. Yay us. I guess it's time to figure out an escape plan

before they knock me up. I'll be back later. 

 

Hopefully. 

 

 

House of Kaimar Series: 

Book 1: The Commander's Captive (Lia & Varek) 

Book 2: The Monarch's Mate (Morgan & Zaden) 

Book 3: The Bodyguard's Breeder (Eleanor & Kade) 

Book 4: Kolton's book 

Book 5: Braxton's book

Alien Protector: A Science Fiction Romance

Author: Penelope Woods

When we crashed, I knew what to expect.

Aliens. Lots of them.

I didn’t expect a marriage proposal…

The day I became a Captain with the Federation Star Fleet, I dedicated my life to fighting the bad guys. Everything was going well, until I crashed our starship into

his crummy planet. Now, he wants to marry me. He actually thinks I was sent from the stars. 

I’ve never heard of an alien who gives back rubs. But I'm willing to try anything if it means getting off this planet.

Marriage with an alien warrior was not on my bucket list of things to do. He tells me he wants to breed me. But there's more to him than his muscle-bound exterior

and devilishly handsome smirk. Little by little, he opens up.

He makes my heart swell. I feel for him...

And then he takes the next step to feel me.

Sensing immediate danger in the region, he gives me his protection, but he's packing more than heat. A quick taste of pleasure, combined with a heavy touch,

and I'm ready for more.

I've never been touched by an alien. But I think I like it.

This is not a test. This is my new twisted reality. 

Gideon the Ninth (The Locked Tomb Trilogy Book 1)

Author: Tamsyn Muir

Gideon the Ninth is the first book in the New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Locked Tomb Trilogy, and one of the Best Books of 2019 

according to NPR, the New York Public Library, Amazon, BookPage, Shelf Awareness, BookRiot, and Bustle! 

 

WINNER of the 2020 Locus Award and Crawford Award 

Finalist for the 2020 Hugo, Nebula, Dragon, and World Fantasy Awards



 

“Unlike anything I’ve ever read. ” —V.E. Schwab 

 

“Lesbian necromancers explore a haunted gothic palace in space!” —Charles Stross 

 

“Deft, tense and atmospheric, compellingly immersive and wildly original.” —The New York Times 

 

The Emperor needs necromancers. 

 

The Ninth Necromancer needs a swordswoman. 

 

Gideon has a sword, some dirty magazines, and no more time for undead nonsense. 

 

Tamsyn Muir’s Gideon the Ninth unveils a solar system of swordplay, cut-throat politics, and lesbian necromancers. Her characters leap off the page, as skillfully

animated as arcane revenants. The result is a heart-pounding epic science fantasy. 

 

Brought up by unfriendly, ossifying nuns, ancient retainers, and countless skeletons, Gideon is ready to abandon a life of servitude and an afterlife as a

reanimated corpse. She packs up her sword, her shoes, and her dirty magazines, and prepares to launch her daring escape. But her childhood nemesis won’t set

her free without a service. 

 

Harrowhark Nonagesimus, Reverend Daughter of the Ninth House and bone witch extraordinaire, has been summoned into action. The Emperor has invited the

heirs to each of his loyal Houses to a deadly trial of wits and skill. If Harrowhark succeeds she will be become an immortal, all-powerful servant of the

Resurrection, but no necromancer can ascend without their cavalier. Without Gideon’s sword, Harrow will fail, and the Ninth House will die. 

 

Of course, some things are better left dead. 

 

THE LOCKED TOMB TRILOGY 

BOOK 1: Gideon the Ninth 

BOOK 2: Harrow the Ninth 

BOOK 3: Alecto the Ninth 

 

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Kade: Alien Adoption Agency #2

Author: Tasha Black

She’s the target of an intergalactic bounty hunt. But he’s going to capture her heart.

Aurora Day is running from a crime she didn’t commit – or at least, she didn’t mean to commit. But the intergalactic soldiers on the hunt for the woman known as

the Fox don’t care about the details. Hiding out on the remote frontier moon of Clotho is her only hope for survival. But to gain access, she has to adopt an alien

baby. Aurora is shocked when she learns that a dragon warrior of the Invicta is part of the package.

Kade knows two things about Aurora. The bright-eyed Terran is going to be the mother of the child he has pledged to guard and grown to love. And the

mysterious woman is fated to be his mate. But Aurora has no interest in his love, and she doesn’t even seem to be that interested in adorable baby Lyra. She’s

clearly hiding some secrets, and Kade is determined to unearth them before his dragon’s wild lust for her burns them both alive.

When Kade runs afoul of the local law enforcement, only Aurora can save him. The perfect life she’s dared to dream of is almost in her grasp, and now it’s all

about to come crashing down around her. Will she stand her ground and fight for her new family? Or will the Fox keep running for freedom?

If you like strong women, hunky aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll love the world of Stargazer!

Alien Adoption Agency is a Stargazer Alien Series – read them all:

-Noxx

-Kade

-Tyro

And check out the other Stargazer Alien series:

Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides

Stargazer Alien Barbarian Brides

Stargazer Alien Space Cruise Brides

Stargazer Alien Reality Show Brides

Stargazer Alien Mystery Brides



Genome (The Extinction Files Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A code hidden in the human genome will reveal the ultimate secret of human existence.

And may hold humanity’s only hope of survival.

Genome is the final book in The Extinction Files, the two-book series that began with Pandemic. It’s a race against time—and an exploration into the deepest

mysteries of human existence (with a twist at the end you’ll never see coming).

Selected Praise for A.G. Riddle

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.”

—The Guardian on Pandemic

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...”

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels”

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure

An Extended Look at Genome

In 2003, the first human genome was sequenced. It was a breakthrough of historic proportions, but only one scientist knows the full truth of what lies buried in our

DNA. That secret will change everything we thought we knew about our past. And our future.

Dr. Paul Kraus has spent his career searching for what he calls humanity’s lost tribes--human ancestors who have gone extinct. When Kraus compares the DNA

samples of the lost tribes with our own, he discovers a pattern of changes. A code. He believes he knows what the code is, but the technology doesn’t exist to

fully decode it. To protect the secret, Kraus hides his work and disappears.

For years, the secret remains buried. When Kraus dies mysteriously, his work is lost forever.

Now the technology exists to finally unravel the code buried in the human genome. The race to find Kraus’s research has begun, and one group will do anything

to find it.

Dr. Peyton Shaw and her mother have obtained part of Kraus’s research--and a cryptic message that could lead to the remaining pieces. They soon learn that

finding those pieces may be more dangerous than anyone imagined. But there’s no choice. His work is the key to stopping a global conspiracy--and an event that

will change humanity forever.

The ultimate secret, buried in the human genome, will change our very understanding of what it means to be human. For Peyton, finding it may come at an

incredible price. She must weigh the lives of strangers against those she loves: Desmond Hughes and her mother. With time running out, Peyton makes a fateful

choice--one that can never be undone.

About the Author

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row--every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.

NOTE: this novel is available in a variety of formats: as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and

hardcover). It is also enrolled in Kindle Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Slag: Book Four in the Galaxy Pirates Alien Abduction Romance Series (Shifter)

Author: Alana Khan

Slag is a gentle giant so damaged from his years toiling in the irradiated green salt mines of Rhoid he can barely function except to do his 

job, eat, and sleep. Something awakens within him, though, causing him to run to KJ’s rescue when she’s thrown into the mine as 

punishment. Fate has a plan for these two. Will they look beyond what keeps them apart and acknowledge all the reasons they should be 

together? 



KJ

Although he can’t talk, his compassionate behavior speaks volumes. After digging through all the layers underneath that rough exterior, there’s so much to

admire. Is our connection strong enough to build a relationship?

Slag

Protect.

This multi-layered book contains a shifter who can’t think much less shift, a sojourn in a cave where the only food is an aphrodisiac, rescuing pirates, rampaging

wraiths, galloping stallions, flying fire-breathing dragons, larcenous capers, heart-pounding near-misses, and so-cute-you-can’t-stand-it dreambabies. Confused?

You won’t be by the time you reach ‘the end’ of this exciting romance that has twists, turns, laughs, and lots of love.

Bestselling author Alana Khan will delight you with her trademark Sci-Fi adventure romance in this fourth book in the Galaxy Pirates Alien Abduction Romance

Series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, guaranteed super-happily-ever-after ending. Buy it today or read for free through Kindle Unlimited.

There are sensual, graphic sex scenes throughout the book. Intended for readers 18+.

The Glass Magician (The Paper Magician Series, Book 2)

Author: Charlie N. Holmberg

Three months after returning Magician Emery Thane’s heart to his body, Ceony Twill is well on her way to becoming a Folder. Unfortunately, not all of Ceony’s

thoughts have been focused on paper magic. Though she was promised romance by a fortuity box, Ceony still hasn’t broken the teacher-student barrier with

Emery, despite their growing closeness.

When a magician with a penchant for revenge believes that Ceony possesses a secret, he vows to discover it…even if it tears apart the very fabric of their

magical world. After a series of attacks target Ceony and catch those she holds most dear in the crossfire, Ceony knows she must find the true limits of her

powers…and keep her knowledge from falling into wayward hands.

The delightful sequel to Charlie N. Holmberg’s The Paper Magician, The Glass Magician will charm readers young and old alike.

While You Were Creeping (Women of Dor Nye)

Author: Poppy Rhys

I had zero plans to spend Christmas with an alien convict, yet here I am. In possession of a misplaced interdimensional prison with no idea how to return to

sender.

Worse yet, this convict has no respect for personal space. It only goes downhill from there when, in a moment of desperation, I strike a bargain with him--be my

Krampus for the annual Kringle Parade.

Oh... and pretend to be my doting boyfriend for the holiday season in exchange for my help.

Does that make me a criminal too?

It's the most wonderful time of the year.

Warning: This story contains a non-human alien hero, mature content, graphic language, and possible triggers. But also, Grinchy-Scroogey vibes and holiday

cheer! M/F romance, standalone novel

Trapped in Time: A Historical Time Travel Romance

Author: Denise Daye

On the day she and her mother escaped her cruel father, Emma Washington vowed to never fall in love. 

Now, Emma is a back-to-school PhD student with bigger and better things to worry about. That is, until one night--exhausted, slightly tipsy, and on her way home

from a party--the glaring white light of a car comes crashing toward her, changing her life forever. Instead of waking up in a 21st-century hospital, she finds herself

waking up in the backwaters of London, Victorian England, 1881… 

Trapped in a time where everything she once knew is considered witchcraft, Emma discovers that Victorian London is a harsh world for a woman without wealth 

or status. She faces yet another life-changing twist when she learns that her only chance of survival depends on the very thing she has tried to avoid her whole 

life—marriage. As if that isn’t bad enough, she must betroth herself to none other than the most powerful duke in all of England, the notorious and feared Lord



William Blackwell.  

But…what begins as a fight for her life might just become a chance to find true love.

From the Author: 

Thank you for considering Trapped in Time. If you love time travel romances, marriage of convenience/rags to riches stories with aristocrats, sexy dukes, sizzling

passion with steamy love scenes, and strong heroines, you'll love this tale of kindness, friendship, and true love.**

**Trapped in Time is the first book in the Time Travel Romance series and can be read as a standalone novel. The second book in the Time Travel Romance

series, A Modern Lady Lost in Time, is also available here on Amazon (ebook, paperback, and Kindle Unlimited). 

Book 2: Before her mother can marry her off, proper Victorian lady Isabella slips forward in time to modern Philadelphia — where she not only discovers a dark

secret about herself but also a surprise romance with gorgeous Army veteran Liam. A swoon-worthy romance!**

Time Travel Series (Historical Romance Novels)

1. Trapped in Time (available on Amazon)

2. A Modern Lady (available on Amazon) 

3. An Outlawed Heiress and Her Duke (available on Amazon)

Enemies to Lovers Series (Contemporary Romance Novels)

1. Inheritance with a Catch (available on Amazon)

2. Daughter of Secrets (available on Amazon)

His Human Nanny (Monsters Love Curvy Girls Book 1)

Author: Michele Mills

My indentured servitude is almost over and freedom is a heartbeat away!

Until some alien guy buys me because he needs a nanny, quick. What? I’m not even good with kids. I’ve never changed a diaper in my life. But the beings at the

employment agency won’t listen. “Hew-mans are hot right now. Everyone wants a hew-man nanny.” Great. And since there isn’t another human available…I’m

hired on the spot.

Yay, me.

And on day one of my new job I’m having a panic attack because I finally meet my new boss and he looks like Satan himself. No lie. Black horns, red skin and

glinting silver-tipped claws. He even has a barbed tail, a forked tongue, and he breathes fire. This guy is terrifying, and his children look exactly like him.

*heart palpitations* *hyperventilating*

And yet, as I’m caring for these strangely adorable infants and gazing longingly at my crazy-rich boss as he cradles his twin babies in his huge, muscular

arms…my traitorous heart goes pitter-patter and my body heats up like lava.

Oh no.

And I begin to wonder—have I sold my soul to the devil?

The Time Rift: A Time Travel Romance

Author: Liwen Y. Ho

Renowned physicist Lance Everett has two great passions: donuts and time travel. The only thing that rivals them is Juliet Bradley, the redheaded beauty who

captured his heart at a college football game. After reconnecting with her a decade later, Lance can’t imagine his life being more complete. Even without a time

machine, he foresees a happy marriage and a breakthrough in his scientific pursuits.

Until the unthinkable happens.

Now Lance is left searching for answers and questioning what he values the most. A chance encounter with a mysterious man offers him some unexpected

solace, as well as the opportunity of a lifetime. But the stakes are higher than he ever imagined. Will he risk it all to gain back what he lost, even if the

consequences can never be reversed?

Dark Enemy: Taken (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Series Book 4)

Author: I. T. Lucas



"I still can't get over just how absolutely amazing this series is!! To intertwine Greek Mythology and history in all aspects as well as current events is

absolutely mind blowing! So much so that when you really look at it can certainly seem plausible..."

"Move over Romeo and Juliet!"

"Loved it! Exciting, interesting and hot. Love Amanda and Dalhu starts to grow on me. Highly recommended for those looking for an exciting and sensual

read."

"Once in while a book or series comes along that simply won't let you put it down and this was one of those great finds! I normally find myself skimming

through characters to get to the ones I like, but not this time! I loved every sentence of every character introduced and simply want more!”

Since the dawn of human civilization, two warring factions of immortals, the descendants of the gods of old, have been secretly shaping its destiny. Amanda's

small clan champions progress and peace, while their powerful enemy, the Doomers, propagates ignorance and war.

Descending from a single goddess, the only one to survive the ancient cataclysm that wiped out her kind, Amanda's clan members are forbidden to each other.

And as the only other known immortals are their hated enemies, they've been long resigned to a lonely existence of fleeting trysts with human partners. That is,

until Amanda, the goddess's youngest daughter and a researcher of paranormal abilities, makes a game-changing discovery; two of her test subjects might be

dormant carriers of the immortal gene. But before she can prove it, she gets snatched off a Beverly Hills street by a huge Doomer.

Dalhu can't believe his luck when he stumbles upon the beautiful immortal professor. Presented with a once in a lifetime opportunity to grab an immortal female

for himself, he kidnaps her and runs. If he gets caught, either by her people or his, his life is forfeit. But for a chance of a loving mate and a family of his own,

Dalhu is prepared to do everything in his power to win Amanda's heart, and that includes leaving the Doom brotherhood and his old life behind.

Amanda soon discovers that there is more to the handsome Doomer than his dark past and a hulking, sexy body. But succumbing to her enemy's seduction, or

worse, developing feelings for a ruthless killer is out of the question. No man is worth life on the run, not even the one and only immortal male she could claim as

her own.

Her clan and her research must come first.

Primal (Alpha Brotherhood Book 2)

Author: Sara Fields

I escaped the chains of a king. Now a far more fearsome brute has claimed me.

The Brotherhood gave him the right to breed me, but that is not why I am naked, wet, and sore.

My bottom bears the marks of his hard, punishing hand because I defied my alpha.

My body is slick with his seed and my own arousal because he took me anyway.

He didn't use me like a king enjoying a subject. He took me the way a beast claims his mate.

It was long, hard, and painfully intense, but it was much more than that.

It was primal.

Publisher's Note: Primal is a stand-alone novel which is the second entry in the Alpha Brotherhood series. It includes spankings, rough sexual scenes, intense

and humiliating punishments, and strong D/s themes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

His Human Surrogate (Monsters Love Curvy Girls Book 2)

Author: Michele Mills

I’m house sitting for a male who had me impregnated in a med lab. 

 

Bergelmir, my secret crush. 

 

That rich, scary devil outbid everyone at the virtual auction and got himself to the top of the list (pissing off a lot of other Hyrrokin) and, gulp, I’m his surrogate. 

And…now I’m carrying Bergelmir’s baby. But I have my head on straight about this. I’m doing this so my friend can be a father. Because that’s all we 

are—friends. 

 

But I have a shameful secret I’ve told no one: I wish this baby was mine. And I love that fire-breathing Hyrrokin with all of my heart. 

 

If only he felt the same way. 

 

Author's Note: This story is more enjoyable if read directly after the first book in the series, His Human Nanny.



 

Warning: This is also a secret baby, epistolary, stalker alien hero, Billionaire, curvy girl romance with epic hero grovel - while remaining both cute & adorable.

Hope you enjoy!

His (A Steamy SciFi Romance): Earth Women for Alien Warriors

Author: Luna Kingsley

I sold myself to save my family. I belong to the Pheons now.

I sign over a year of my life at the galactic employment agency with one swipe of the stylus. Most humans would be excited for a journey off-planet, but mine isn’t

going to be fun. My family needs cash, and Pheons will pay anything for Earth women. At least I’m not giving up much. I’ve never really had a life of my

own—raising three younger siblings took up most of my time and energy.

Haikon is the first alien I encounter when I step off the transport shuttle. He’s grumpy and standoffish—so why do I toss and turn every night thinking about his

sharp, angry features and broad shoulders? The other women whisper that Pheons are forbidden from mating with outsiders, but there’s no mistaking the lust in

his eyes as he watches me.

An attack by enemy raiders forces us into the desert together, and I discover the softer side of the big, blue warrior. I’m used to putting my happiness on hold.

Now, all I think about is being his.

His is a full-length, sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating.

Dark Stranger Immortal (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 3)

Author: I. T. Lucas

"I have absolutely loved each book in this series. The book was well thought out. The main characters and supporting characters were well written

and hilarious at times. I truly enjoyed this book and recommend it to anyone who loves a good paranormal romance that is different from everything

else out there."

"I loved each and every one I was able to read. I am so obsessed about the series, I am barely getting my 6 - 8hrs of sleep because I can't stop

reading. Lmao."

"I have literally been DEVOURING this series ever since I picked up the first book. This is going to end up being a huge hit, a big thing!" -Top 500

Reviewer

When Kian confesses his true nature, Syssi is not as much shocked by the revelation as she is wounded by what she perceives as his callous plans for her. If she

doesn't turn, he'd be forced to erase her memories and let her go. His family's safety demands secrecy – no one in the mortal world is allowed to know that

immortals exist. Resigned to the cruel reality, Syssi is determined to enjoy what little time she has with Kian, one day at a time.

Enticed by the Alien Warrior: A Sci Fi Alien Romance (Warriors of Agron Book 8)

Author: Hope Hart

Betrayal tastes like ashes on my tongue. 



I’ve always been the girl who’s nothing but a pretty face. The one used to distract the warriors so the others can move our plans forward.

But now? Now I have a chance to save us all. A chance to get us off this planet and back to Earth. Where we belong.

Sure, this mysterious Braxian king may have helped us, and he may even make my skin tingle with an awareness I’ve never felt before. 

But it means nothing.

Because he has enemies hiding around every corner. And they’re asking me to betray him in exchange for a way off this planet.

It doesn’t matter that he sometimes looks at me like I’m someone special. Like he sees beyond my act and into the heart of me. Like I’m someone precious. 

And it definitely doesn’t matter that when he looks at me, I want him to keep looking at me like that for the rest of his life.

I’m his Judas. And even if he lives through what I’m planning, he’ll never forgive me for this. 

I don’t blame him.

I’ll never forgive myself either. 

★Enticed by the Alien Warrior is a full-length romance with no cliffhanger and a guaranteed HEA. While this can be read on its own, you'll enjoy it much more

after reading the first seven books in the series. If you like hot, dominant aliens, kick-ass heroines, and steamy romance, you'll love Warriors of Agron- Hope

Hart's latest sci-fi romance series. ★

Read it now.

King's Mate: An Alpha Shifter Romance (Alpha Beasts Book 1)

Author: Piper Stone

A king takes what is his, and she is mine.

Her scent drew me to her, but something deeper and more powerful told me she was mine. Something that would not be denied. Something that demanded I

claim her then and there.

I took her the way a beast takes his mate. Roughly. Savagely. Without mercy or remorse.

She will run, and when she does she will be punished, but it is not me that she fears. Every quivering, desperate climax reminds her that her body knows its

master, and that terrifies her.

She knows I am not a gentle king, and she will scream for me as she learns her place.

Publisher's Note: King's Mate is a stand-alone novel which is the first entry in the Alpha Beasts series. It includes spankings and rough, intense sexual scenes. If

such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Dark Enemy Captive (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 5)

Author: I. T. Lucas

"New favorite author. This author is incredible and her books are fantastic. They are riveting. There are many mornings I don't want to get up for work 

because I've stayed up so late reading her book. She's now one of my new favorites." 

 

"Holy Moly!!!! One of the best series I've read in a long time! I can hardly wait for the next book. FANTASTIC!!!! " 

 

"I have been a reader all my life and always have my favorite authors. Every once in a while, I find a new author that engages me so much that I don't 

want to put the book down. This series is one of them. It is not a stand alone series of books, each one builds on the prior ones. So far, another great thing 

about this series is that I don't need to wait a year for the next book to hit. Hats off to I.T. Lucas for bringing your love of writing to those of us who love to read."



 

"Again this author has done it! Another masterpiece for the collection. What started out of curiosity has become an obsession. The Children Of The Gods is

magnificent. Dalhu and Amanda’s story is beautiful and eternal. Romeo and Juliet to the max. I’m sorry if I offend anyone because I love Shakespeare too, but

there’s a new author in the Romance masters section and is I.T. Lucas. Until the next one..." 

 

When the rescue team returns with Amanda and the chained Dalhu to the keep, Amanda is not as thrilled to be back as she thought she'd be. Between Kian's

contempt for her and Dalhu's imprisonment, Amanda's budding relationship with Dalhu seems doomed. Things start to look up when Annani offers her help, and

together with Syssi they resolve to find a way for Amanda to be with Dalhu. But will she still want him when she realizes that he is responsible for her nephew's

murder? Could she? Will she take the easy way out and choose Andrew instead? 

 

 

A Family for the Alien Warrior (Treasured by the Alien Book 4)

Author: Honey Phillips

A grumpy alien warrior. A pregnant librarian. A ready-made family?

Wanda has never hankered after excitement - or romance. A quiet life as a small town librarian suits her just fine. But while she doesn’t need a man, she does

want a child. Just as her hard-earned dreams come true, she is abducted by aliens.

Now she’s been abandoned by her captors and assumed responsibility for two orphaned children, a pregnant alien, and a misplaced socialite. When their lifeboat

is intercepted by a very large, very green, and disturbingly attractive alien, she isn’t sure if her situation has gotten better or worse.

Knowing that his race is doomed, Mganak has built a peaceful, solitary life for himself. When the lifeboat he salvages turns out not to be deserted after all, he is

determined to pass on the responsibility for its inhabitants - no matter how much the curvy little female and her brood arouse his protective instincts.

But Wanda’s alien captors are hot on their trail, his ship is damaged, and the more time he spends with Wanda, the less he wants to let her leave. Could it be that

his quiet life is not so perfect after all?

Each book in the Treasured by the Alien series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet and steamy HEA is intended for mature readers.

Feral Sins (The Phoenix Pack Book 1)

Author: Suzanne Wright

When female wolf shifter Taryn Warner first encounters Trey Coleman, an alpha male wolf shifter with a dangerous reputation, she’s determined to resist his

charms. After all, Trey—who was only fourteen when he defeated his own father in a duel, winning the right to be alpha of his pack—can’t have anything to offer

the talented healer besides trouble, or so she thinks. Taryn finds herself drawn in by Trey’s forceful demeanor and arctic-blue eyes, and she eventually agrees to

enter an uneasy alliance with him. If the two succeed in convincing their respective packs that they’ve chosen each other as mates, Trey will win valuable political

allies, while Taryn will escape an odious arranged mating.

But there are a lot of potential pitfalls to this plan—including the very real possibility that the wolf shifters, overwhelmed by their growing attraction to each other,

will be unable to maintain the clear heads needed to pull off the deception.

Nomad (The New Earth Series Book 1)

Author: Matthew Mather

Read the novel voted Science Fiction Book of the Year*, now in development for film. Nomad is the first book in a new four-part epic from million-copy 

bestseller Matthew Mather. 

 

Humanity only has days to prepare. Can one family survive? 

 

SOMETHING MASSIVE IS COMING, and it's heading for Earth. That's what astronomer Ben Rollins is told by NASA after being dragged out of bed in the middle 

of the night. His first instinct is to call his daughter, Jessica, who's vacationing in Italy with his wife. 

 

“It's a hundred times bigger than the sun,” Ben tells them. “Somehow we can't see it yet, and we don't know what it is, but they're calling it Nomad--and in just 

months, the Earth may be destroyed.” 

 

But how did they miss detecting it until now? 

 

The world erupts into chaos as the end approaches, and Ben discovers his wife and daughter are trapped in Europe.



 

The key to Nomad's mystery--and humanity's ultimate survival--rests in the answers Ben pieces together from his old Cold War-era research papers, in the midst

of a desperate scramble across continents to find his family before Nomad swallows the planet. 

 

A Coming Apocalypse…

A Mystery from Deep Space…

An Epic Adventure Thriller…

Backed by Real Science.

Nomad is the first novel in a four-book saga that follows one family's fight to survive on a new Earth after a whole new category of disaster, all the more

frightening as the science behind it was developed by a team of astrophysicists from CERN, SETI, and the Keck Observatory. This sweeping epic comes from the

mind of author Matthew Mather, whose novels have sold over a million copies and been translated and published in 24 countries.

* Voted Science Fiction Book of the Year in 2015 by Authors on Air Global network (2 million listeners in 46 countries). Nomad has ranked as Amazon’s

bestselling book in the adventure, dystopian, hard science fiction, and post-apocalyptic categories, and Amazon’s bestseller in the techno thriller and terrorism

thriller categories.

All the books in The New Earth Series are now available on Amazon:

Nomad: A Thriller (The New Earth Series, Book 1)

Sanctuary (The New Earth Series, Book 2)

Resistance (The New Earth Series, Book 3)

Destiny (The New Earth Series, Book 4)

The Atlantis World (The Origin Mystery, Book 3)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A mysterious signal from deep space may hold humanity’s last chance of survival. 

 

And could reveal the ultimate truth of human origins. 

 

The race to unravel the secrets of the Atlantis world has begun. 

 

 

The Atlantis World is the thrilling conclusion to A.G. Riddle’s blockbuster series, The Origin Mystery trilogy, which has sold over THREE MILLION copies 

worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings on GoodReads. 

The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture. 

 

With plot twists you’ll never see coming, The Atlantis World is an adventure across space and time that explores the history of the Atlantean homeworld and 

culture—a topic readers have discussed and theorized about since the release of the first novel in the series (The Atlantis Gene). Set aside some time—you’ll be 

up late turning the pages to finish the trilogy. 

 

 

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.”



—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look at The Atlantis World 

 

Northern Morocco: Dr. Kate Warner cured a global pandemic, and she thought she could cure herself. She was wrong. And she was wrong about the scope of

the Atlantis conspiracy. Humanity faces a new threat, an enemy beyond imagination. With her own time running out and the utter collapse of human civilization

looming, a new hope arrives: a coded message from a potential ally. 

 

Arecibo Observatory: Mary Caldwell has spent her life waiting, watching the stars, looking for signs of intelligent life beyond our world. When that day comes,

Mary is thrust into a struggle older than the human race, with far greater stakes. She must decide whom to trust because there is nowhere to hide. 

 

Antarctica: In the wake of the Atlantis Plague, Dorian Sloane finds himself a puppet to Ares and his mysterious agenda. When Dorian moves to take control of the

situation, Ares unleashes a cataclysm that changes everything. As the catastrophe circles the globe, Ares reveals the true nature of the threat to humanity, and

Dorian agrees to one last mission: find and kill David Vale and Kate Warner. There will be no prisoners this time. The orders are seek and destroy, and Dorian

has been promised that his own answers and salvation lie on the other side. 

 

With Dorian in pursuit, Kate, David, and their team race through the ruins of the Atlantean ship left on Earth, across Atlantean science stations throughout the

galaxy, and into the past of a mysterious culture whose secrets could save humanity in its darkest hour. With their own lives on the line and time slipping away,

Kate, David, and Dorian are put to the ultimate test. 

 

 

Note: The Atlantis World is the third and final book in The Origin Mystery trilogy.

When She Dances: A SciFi Alien Romance (Risdaverse)

Author: Ruby Dixon

I never expected to spend my days as a dancing girl…but it beats the alternative. In the window of a filthy space station cantina, I gyrate my hips and hope for

better days.

When I’m bought by the most intimidating alien on Three Nebulas Station, those better days are on their way. Zakoar of the Broken Back is a cyborg who deals in

black market prosthetics. He’s terrifying to look at, with a metal jaw and a fearsome demeanor. He intimidates everyone in the galaxy…except me.

Zakoar doesn’t want my name. In fact, he doesn’t want anything from me…except a little bed sport. In exchange for my willingness, he’ll take me to a

human-friendly planet where I can live unafraid.

Love isn’t part of the bargain, but every moment that I spend with him, I learn more about the male beneath the metal…

…and I’m suddenly dreaming of a very different happy ever after for myself…

Dark Secrets Unveiled (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 45)

Author: I. T. Lucas

"Exceptional storyline and characters, totally addictive! Exceptional as always!!! This is one of my all time favorite series. Each and every book in this series

has all the elements of a great adventure. Characters new and originals from the first in the series are interesting, exciting, clever, funny, sexy, etc. You get

sucked into the story and it becomes an addiction."

----------

When Professor David Levinson accepts a friend’s invitation to an old Scottish castle, what he finds there is more fantastical than his most outlandish theories.

The castle is home to a clan of immortals, their leader is a stunning demigoddess, and even more shockingly, it could be precisely where he belongs.

Except, the clan founder is hiding a secret that might cast a dark shadow on David’s relationship with her daughter. Nevertheless, when offered a chance at

immortality, he agrees to undergo the dangerous induction process.

Will David survive his transition into immortality? And if he does, will his relationship with Sari survive the unveiling of her mother’s secret?



CyberStorm: World War C Trilogy Book 1

Author: Matthew Mather

New York is cut off from the world in the dead of winter...

Millions are trapped in the chaos...but who is the enemy?

Read the Amazon Charts and million-copy international bestseller now in development with NETFLIX, the first novel in the newly completed, award-winning

World War C trilogy.

Mike Mitchell is an average New Yorker struggling just to keep his family together when a string of disasters shreds the bustling city around them. In the space of

hours, the Internet and communication networks go down, just as a monster snowstorm cuts New York off.

Days go by without contact to the outside world. Then weeks.

In the chaos, conspiracy theories rage about a foreign cyberattack. Is it war? Was it the North Koreans? The Russians? The Chinese? Might this be the first

shockwave of a global shift in power?

But even these questions become unimportant as Mike and his family struggle for survival in the wintry tomb of a doomed New York.

Based on real-world wargame scenarios, the World War C trilogy could forever change the way you look at the modern world we live in. Be warned, this gripping

bestseller may keep you up late into the night turning pages.

Praise for Matthew Mather and CyberStorm

"Relentless pacing...bombshell plot twists."

--Publishers Weekly on Dreaming Tree

"Brilliant..."

--WIRED MAGAZINE

"Shows how dangerous our transition to an interconnected infrastructure has become."

--Karic Allega, Joint Military Cyber Command, US NAVY

"Couldn't put it down...not only a great thriller, but a wakeup call."

--Brent Watkins, FBI Special Agent, Cyber Investigations (retired)

Dragon's Fake Wedding Date (Dragons of Mount Atrox Book 3)

Author: Riley Storm

She’s a disaster. He’s determined to claim her anyway.

Gayle Weber’s life is a mess. She’s turning thirty in two days. Her long-term boyfriend just left her for her best friend. And, as if that wasn’t enough, she absolutely

hates her job. She has zero interest in flirting with the stranger sitting next to her at the bar, but she can’t ignore the fact that he’s scorching hot. She’s not

interested in a relationship right now. So why is her stomach tying itself in knots whenever she catches him looking at her?

Shameless playboy and fire dragon Rann Atrox hasn’t been able to stop staring at the human woman since she entered the bar. He should be using his devilish

tongue to seduce her, but it just feels wrong. She’s hurting, and his dragon is telling him help her, whatever it takes. If that means holding back his true feelings

and being her pretend date to a wedding, then so be it. Anything for his mate.

Gayle still can’t believe her ex-boyfriend invited her to the ceremony. She’s going to be there though, with Rann sitting next to her. Everyone is going to see her

upgrade and she knows the bride will be jealous. Gayle has to keep reminding herself that it’s all fake though. Rann doesn’t actually want to date her. Does he?

She’s confused by her own life, terrified of the dangers in his, and feeling utterly lost. By the time Gayle realizes she’s been lying to herself about her feelings, it

may be too late…for both of them.

Her Alien Savior (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 2)

Author: Presley Hall

We don’t trust each other. We don’t even like each other. So why does he keep saving my life?



I’m not supposed to be here.

Not on this planet. Not in this galaxy. And especially not surrounded by massive alien warriors.

The other women all believe we’re safe with them, but I don’t. Maybe it’s because I’ve already seen how awful humans can be, and I have no reason to think

aliens will be any different.

At least the one named Jaro seems to agree with me that combining our forces is a bad idea. He looks at me with the same suspicion I have for him.

But as our group makes the dangerous trek to the Voxerans’ encampment, one wrong move separates me from the others—and to my shock, it’s Jaro who

comes after me.

Now we’re stranded together, forced to rely on each other to survive. If we can’t learn to trust each other, there’s a good chance we’ll die out here.

And if we do learn to trust each other?

Well, maybe we’ll get more than we bargained for...

Her Alien Savior is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a gutsy heroine, and a gruff, protective hero.

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed!

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order.

Voxeran Fated Mates series:

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth)

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro)

Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen)

Book 4: TBA

Book 5: TBA

Kyrzon Breeding Auctions: A SciFi Alien Warrior Romance Collection

Author: Luna Voss

Six human brides find their warrior mates in this hit sci-fi romance series! Now available to binge-read all in one place.

"50,000 power units!"

Every single Kyrzon in the auction house gasps. It's obvious that this is a much, much higher price than any of them would usually consider paying for a mate. All

of them are looking at the handsome, bearded warrior, waiting to see what he’ll do next.

The bearded Kyrzon steps forward, his expression fierce. "100,000 power units for Cleopatra."

The entire room falls silent.

For the price of 100,000 power units, I now belong to the war chief.

On the Planet Kyrzon, powerful alien warlords compete for the right to breed with a human female. Each story follows a different human bride as she is purchased

at auction by a fearsome warrior and claimed as his mate. There's action, adventure, twists and turns, and more than a little steam as these plucky young women

go from shivering on the auction block to owned, cherished, and pregnant by their muscular, doting Kyrzon mates. No cheating, and happy ending guaranteed!

This collection includes:

Sold to the Babymaker

Claimed by the Babymaker

Property of the Babymaker

Auctioned to the Babymaker

Captured by the Babymaker

A Curvy Gift for the Alien Warrior

Alpha: A Rough Shifter Romance



Author: Sara Fields

He's not an alpha. He's the alpha. And he's going to breed me.

I used to believe beasts like him were nothing but legends and folklore. Then he came for me.

He is no mere alpha wolf. He is the fearsome expression of the virility of the Earth itself, come into the world for the first time in centuries to claim a human female

fated to be his mate.

That human female is me.

When I ran, he caught me. When I fought him, he punished me.

I begged for mercy, but mercy isn't what he has in mind for me.

He's going to force one brutal climax after another from my naked, quivering body until my throat is sore from screaming and he's not going to stop until he is

certain I know I am his.

Then he's going to breed me.

Publisher's Note: Alpha includes spankings, rough, intense sexual scenes, and strong D/s themes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Training Planet (Galactic Discipline Book 2)

Author: Emily Tilton

Britana Geran had been blissfully unaware of the consequences of her planet's defeat by the Magisterians, but that all changed when she was summoned to a

training center to be prepared for her new role as a pleasure girl under the authority of the captain of a Magisterian warship.

Within moments of entering the facility, Britana finds herself naked and fully on display for a thorough, humiliating medical exam, and she soon learns that

disobedience will be sternly punished. But as humbling as the sting of the strap across her quivering bare bottom may be, it is her helpless arousal as her virgin

body is deflowered in every way that truly puts her in her place.

Publisher's Note: Training Planet is the second book of the Galactic Discipline series. The books of the Galactic Discipline series can be read in any order.

Training Planet includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Heart of Eon (Eon Warriors Book 3)

Author: Anna Hackett

Okay, maybe hijacking an alien commander’s warship wasn’t her best idea…

Genius computer geek Wren Traynor prefers her high-tech comp lab to socializing with people, and she definitely prefers it over crawling through the bowels of

the huge Eon warship she’s hijacked. When Earth’s Space Corps blackmails her into this deadly mission, Wren will do anything to help her beloved sisters and

save the Earth from invasion by the insectoid Kantos aliens. That includes entering into a dangerous game of cat and mouse with the tall, hunky, and seriously

enraged Eon war commander who captains the Rengard.

War Commander Malax Dann-Jad is a born protector and has forged a successful career in service to the Eon Empire. Haunted by an early mission where he lost

good warriors, he’s dedicated to protecting his ship and its crew. Especially since his warship is carrying a special, top-secret cargo. But one tiny, infuriating

Terran puts all that at risk when she commandeers his ship and refuses to listen to reason.

When the ravenous Kantos set their sights on the Rengard--using sneaky, underhanded tactics--Malax finds himself with an armful of curvy woman. He and Wren

must join forces to fight back, and are shocked at their improbable, intense attraction. But with lives at risk, both will learn that strength comes in more ways than

one and love can hit when you least expect it, and that in order to survive, you have to put everything on the line.

**Each book in this action-packed science fiction romance series can be read as a standalone.

Krampus and the Crone: A SciFi Alien Warrior Holiday Romance

Author: Honey Phillips

Can a horned alien warrior and an isolated woman grant two children their holiday wish for a family? 

 

Jaelle is lonely. Ostracized by the village, like her mother and grandmother before her, she poses as an old witch in order to eke out a meager living selling herbal



remedies to people who don't want to admit they need her help. When children start disappearing from the village, she is determined to find an answer to the

riddle. She doesn't expect to find a massive, horned alien - one who sees through all her disguises. 

 

Since crash-landing on K.R.S Three, Commander Krampusarian D'Marchandar spends his time working on his ship and secretly observing the other inhabitants.

During his explorations, he discovers a strange, beautiful female. It is an impossible attraction - but when he sees her treatment at the hands of the other

villagers, he decides she is his to protect. 

 

A sweet and steamy holiday tale featuring two precocious orphans, a determined heroine, an unexpected hero, and, of course, a very happy ending! (Intended for

mature audiences.)

Year One: Chronicles of The One, Book 1

Author: Nora Roberts

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER (December 2017)

A stunning new novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts—Year One is an epic of hope and horror, chaos and magick, and a

journey that will unite a desperate group of people to fight the battle of their lives…

It began on New Year’s Eve.

The sickness came on suddenly, and spread quickly. The fear spread even faster. Within weeks, everything people counted on began to fail them. The electrical

grid sputtered; law and government collapsed—and more than half of the world’s population was decimated.

Where there had been order, there was now chaos. And as the power of science and technology receded, magick rose up in its place. Some of it is good, like the

witchcraft worked by Lana Bingham, practicing in the loft apartment she shares with her lover, Max. Some of it is unimaginably evil, and it can lurk anywhere,

around a corner, in fetid tunnels beneath the river—or in the ones you know and love the most.

As word spreads that neither the immune nor the gifted are safe from the authorities who patrol the ravaged streets, and with nothing left to count on but each

other, Lana and Max make their way out of a wrecked New York City. At the same time, other travelers are heading west too, into a new frontier. Chuck, a tech

genius trying to hack his way through a world gone offline. Arlys, a journalist who has lost her audience but uses pen and paper to record the truth. Fred, her

young colleague, possessed of burgeoning abilities and an optimism that seems out of place in this bleak landscape. And Rachel and Jonah, a resourceful doctor

and a paramedic who fend off despair with their determination to keep a young mother and three infants in their care alive.

In a world of survivors where every stranger encountered could be either a savage or a savior, none of them knows exactly where they are heading, or why. But a

purpose awaits them that will shape their lives and the lives of all those who remain.

The end has come. The beginning comes next.

Alien Conquest: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Fated Mates of Xaensskar Book 2)

Author: Jude Gray

Sometimes Fate has a dark sense of humor, which can be...unfortunate.

Kreia doesn't expect to feel anything other than hatred and fear for the man who mistakes her for a boy--no doubt her disguise has something to do with that--but

her dislike soon melts away as her fear eases and she begins to feel...something else. 

Something she shouldn't be feeling for a wealthy, arrogant Craeshen who wouldn't give a little nothing thief like her a second glance. Certainly she shouldn't have

feelings for a man who sees her as a street boy, a thief, and worse, a Drimuti--the race he hates.

Instead of sending her to the authorities as planned, he changes his mind and decides to take her to the deadlands to teach her lessons and skills that will help

her become a "man," and she knows it's only a matter of time before he discovers her secret.

Her only hope is to escape him and his men and find her way back to the city so she can disappear and never see him again.

♥♥♥

Dexx Tavin is losing his mind.

He is not attracted to men, yet when the little street thief attempts to run and he is forced to give chase, a primitive part of him awakens and he realizes suddenly

that he's attracted to the boy. Worse, apparently this thieving street kid--this Drimuti--is his fated mate. 

Fate can take a flying leap.

If you like alien fated mate books with a slow burn and lots of heart, you'll love Jude Gray's Alien Conquest, book 2 in the Fated Mates of Xaensskar alien

romance series!



The Rise of Magicks: Chronicles of The One, Book 3

Author: Nora Roberts

The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Year One and Of Blood and Bone concludes her stunning new trilogy praised as “A match for

end-of-the-world classics like Stephen King’s The Stand.”

After the sickness known as the Doom destroyed civilization, magick has become commonplace, and Fallon Swift has spent her young years learning its ways.

Fallon cannot live in peace until she frees those who have been preyed upon by the government or the fanatical Purity Warriors, endlessly hunted or locked up in

laboratories, brutalized for years on end. She is determined to save even those who have been complicit with this evil out of fear or weakness—if, indeed, they

can be saved.

Strengthened by the bond she shares with her fellow warrior, Duncan, Fallon has already succeeded in rescuing countless shifters and elves and ordinary

humans. Now she must help them heal—and rediscover the light and faith within themselves. For although from the time of her birth, she has been The One, she

is still only one. And as she faces down an old nemesis, sets her sights on the enemy’s stronghold, and pursues her destiny—to finally restore the mystical shield

that once protected them all—she will need an army behind her…

Dark Enemy Redeemed (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 6)

Author: I. T. Lucas

"I could not stop reading! This read is brilliant. If you are a current fan of J. R. Ward and have read The Brotherhood Series, then these books are for

you. Great Suspense, Drama and sex all rolled into a package that I T Lucas writes seamlessly... I am waiting for the next installment impatiently just

as I do for the Brotherhood Series."

"I love this series!!! From the beginning to this point I have waited excitedly for each new addition! I particularly enjoyed this book because it brought

all the previous story lines together in a way the anticipation would not let me stop reading until I had completed this addition to the series! I am

excited for the next release and can't wait but I guess I have no choice in the waiting part! Awesome series and very well written! I have recommended

it to my friends and family as a must read so they can have the opportunity to enjoy this series as much as I have!"

"This series just keep getting better and better with every book released. I love how the story seems to flow with the changing characters but still

keeps previous characters in the loop and involved."

-------------------------------------

On board the Anna, Amanda suspects that something fishy is going on. But when her investigation of the peculiar all-female Russian crew fails to uncover

anything other than more speculation, she decides it's time to stop playing detective and face her real problem—a man she shouldn't want but can't live without.

Will Amanda find a way to reconcile her feelings for Dalhu? Will Dalhu find a way to redeem himself in Amanda's eyes? Will Andrew find Bhathian's long-lost lover

and child?

Amanda and Dalhu's story culminates in Dark Enemy Redeemed. Book 7: Dark Warrior Mine begins Andrew's story.

Alien Seed: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Warriors of the Oasis)

Author: Ivy Sparks

They won’t release me until I breed with the alien beast…

After crashing onto a desert planet filled with alien savages, I find myself struggling to survive. My sister relies on me for her medicine, so I must get back to her.

Problem is, a lone alien with an intense stare and brands on his chest has been stalking me from afar. When he finally approaches me, I’m surprised to learn he

wants to help.

But just as I’m given this lifeline, we're both captured by a savage tribe. They want him to take me by force, to prove to everyone that he’s the vicious beast they

say he is.

Either he claims me, or all the warriors of the tribe will. We both have the same priority – survival. But will I make it out of this trial the same person?

Or will our mating transform me entirely, inside and out?

Alien Seed is an alien sci-fi romance, from the Warriors of the Oasis series of standalone books. This novel features a spitfire heroine and the sexy alien warrior

who seeks to possess her. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a very happily ever after is guaranteed.



Choosing Theo: The Clecanian Series Book 1

Author: Victoria Aveline

Being kidnapped by aliens is only the start of Jade's problems. Thankfully, her rescuers, an alien race known as the Clecanians, are willing to protect her, but she

has to stay on their planet for one year and respect the rules of their culture—including choosing a husband. Jade refuses at first but decides to play along until

she can find a way back to Earth.

Theo, a scarred mercenary who prefers a life of solitude, is stunned when Jade selects him as her husband. After years of being passed over, he never imagined

he would be chosen and neither did anyone else. Only one explanation makes sense…the curvy enticing female must be a spy, and Theo’s determined to break

her cover using any means necessary.

As Jade and Theo are forced to spend time together, their chemistry becomes undeniable. But neither can afford to bring love into the equation, especially since

Jade seems determined to go home. After all, she can't possibly stay here, right?

Inferno: An Alien Warrior Romance (Elemental Mates Book 2)

Author: Miranda Bridges

I'm in an alien zoo.

The only problem is I'm the one in the exhibit.

If I thought being abducted was scary it's nothing compared to being gawked at by aliens everyday. Some of them look like they want to eat me while others look

like they want to play with me.

However, there's one male who stares at me with a blazing hunger that’s as bright as his red hair. It makes me think he wants to eat me and play with me in the

most sinful ways.

I don't have time for that, but it doesn't stop me from asking for his help. He agrees only if I promise to be his mate.

Yeah, whatever. I'll say and do just about anything to get back to my sister.

Can I walk away from the flames of his desire without getting burned? Or will he make me his, effectively incinerating my intentions to leave?

The Elemental Mates Series

Book 1- Glacier (Hazel & Xelias)

Book 2- Inferno (Kayla & Blaze)

Book 3- Obsidian (Jade & Castien)

Book 4- Tempest (Ekaitz)

Fated Mate Tamed: A Dark Sci-Fi Mafia Romance (Vostra Crime Lords Book 1)

Author: Luna Voss

I knew the men of the Vostra expected obedience from their mates. I didn't know one of them would claim me, or knot me, or throw me over his knee for a

stern punishment.

When my ship was captured by the leader of a deadly alien crime family, my whole world changed. Draga isn’t a gentle man. He takes what he wants. Including

me.

And when you belong to an alien crime lord, you don’t make the rules. You either follow them, or get disciplined. Firmly.

But Draga doesn’t just want me to surrender to him. He wants to own me. He wants to be my protector, my provider, my authority, my mate. He wants to send me

into heat and transform me into something primal, something that’s his. 

Can this be love? Or is it just need?

Fated Mate Tamed is a full-length romance novel set in a dark sci-fi universe. It contains knotting, heats, and a rough, possessive alpha.

Book 1: Fated Mate Tamed (Aspen & Draga)

Book 2: Fated Mate Conquered (Kora & Turan)

Book 3: Fated Mate Taken (Milana & Rojan)



Book 4: Fated Mate Claimed (Lyra & Geddion)

Rexor: A SciFi Alien Warrior Romance (Stolen Warriors Book 1)

Author: Ella Maven

They thought I was dangerous before, but now that I have a female to defend... I'm ruthless.

Daisy: I'm a glass half-full girl, but this last week has really tested my outlook on life. First of all, aliens exist. Yeah, there's a doozy. Second of all, they steal

humans from Earth, and they're not nice about it. Like at all. Anger issues abound in other galaxies apparently.

My situation worsens when I learn I'm the prize in some really effed-up alien gladiator games. I'm just going to admit it now--my glass is empty, and this doesn't

look good for me...

Rexor: Once I was a proud Drixonian Warrior. Now I'm an experiment gone bad and a former gladiator who can't control his bloodlust.

When I see a human female with sunshine hair in danger, I can't let her fall into the clutches of monsters who will break her. I steal her with the intention of

rescuing her, not keeping her for myself. She's beauty and happiness. I'm a hideous shadow of what I once was and losing my mind with every planet's rotation.

All I know is that while we're on the run from our enemies, I'll do anything to protect her. Even if I have to break myself to do it.

Rexor is a SciFi Alien Warrior Romance with lots of action, a heroine who's really trying to look on the bright side, and a tortured hero with a few...enhancements.

Dragon's True Mate (Dragons of Mount Atrox Book 1)

Author: Riley Storm

If she can accept that dragons exist, why can't she do the same with her feelings?

After losing her business, her husband, and her old life, Lilly Vickers is forced to move back in with her parents. She’s not looking for love, but instead is hoping to

find a new passion that will provide her with the means to finally move out. A chance encounter with one of the dragon shifters of Five Peaks gives her an idea for

a business. What she doesn’t expect, is just what will happen when he shows up again. This time, she can’t ignore the intense chemistry that exists between

them.

Trent Atrox is putting on a front. He’s told Lilly he’s at her new shop to help her because he wants to, but the truth isn’t quite that bright and cheery. The real

reason he’s there, is because the most recent damage was his fault and he’s been ordered to help fix it. What he didn’t plan for, was that he would fall for her.

Now he’s stuck in a lie, and he doesn’t know how to get out of it. Not without Lilly seeing him for who he really is…

Even with the pair of them working to fix the damage, they’re facing an uphill battle. Not everyone who has come to Five Peaks in the wake of the dragons going

public with their existence are fans. A small but growing group is becoming more outspoken, denouncing anything to do with dragons, including shops like Lilly’s.

Though she sells nothing but dragon trinkets and memorabilia, they want to bring her down. Can this pair of self-professed screw-ups manage to repair her shop

and themselves, while not destroying their budding relationship? Or will the dragons’ enemies succeed in stopping them both?
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